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ABSTRACT 
This thesis presents results on COSDIC ray dally variation 
obtained froa detailed analysis of ground based cosodc ray data 
recorded by global net-vioiic of neutron nonltors. It Is well 
evident that even though the comsle ray Intensity outside the 
solar system Is largely Isotropic, tbe solar wind and the 
associated Interplanetary aagnetlc field nodulate these partlclei 
vlth In the Interplanetary aedlun to a considerable extent 
and results Into a significant anisotropic spatial variations 
along wltb other cosolc ray isotropic tine variations. 
Tbe anisotropic spatial variations and isotropic tlae 
variations have been studied in the past considerably. The low 
counting rate a M consequently tbe poor statistics have preven-
ted a better understanding, particularly of short term changes 
of the anisotrooic spatial variations* Sucb type of short-tem 
changes have been studied to a good extent by tbe author 
using ^ e data recorded by a nuaber of high counting rate 
neutron nonltors <t^ M*6)f) operating on tbe earth. 
Ba<^ gr<Mand based nonitor which looks only Into a saall 
region of the sky at any given tlae, scans a narrow belt of 
the sky during the course of a day as tbe earth ST)lns on its 
axis. Mitb geographically well distributed set of neutron 
sionitors it is now possible to keep a continuous watch of tbe 
interplanetary aediua by studying the observed cosndc ray 
intensity variations. Although a nunber of neutron nonltors 
are in operation In longitudinal zones corresponding to Europe, 
Canada and U«S«A., the Asian zone bas becotae ooosolouous 
• ill -
particularly du« to the absence of reliable neutron nonitor 
stations. Having realized the Importance of establishing the 
neutron snonitor in th^ Asian zone, the author took a leading 
part in setting up a neutron monitor oile at Aligarh(27.95^» 
73 .07^) . 
The neutron monitor pile consists of 12 BF^  pro^x>rtional 
counters embedded in paraffin to detect the thermal neutrons, 
locally produced in lead and thermalised through paraffin. 
Paraffin i s also used to absorb and to scatter unwanted low 
energy neutrons produced in the atmosphere and in the materials 
close to the neutron monitor assembly. The moat of the asso-
ciated electronic circuitry i s designed and fabricated under the 
supenrision of Or. H.^ « Yadava. h^e author was Intlnuately 
involved in the design and fabrication of the electronic ci^cuit"^ 
and in the installation and operation of the neutron monitor 
pile at Aligarh. 
The cosmic ray anisotropies in the interplanetary medium, 
observed as a daily variation by the global net-work of neutron 
monitors are studied by using the data recorded by a number of 
neutron monitors well distributed in latitude and longitude. 
The information of the cosmic ray anisotropies i s obtained by 
resolving the daily variation into harmonics by the method of 
Fourier analysis. 1st, 3nd and 3rd harmonics are considered. 
Characteristics of the short terra variations of the 1st 
(diurnal), 2nd (semi-diurnal) and 3rd (tri-diurnal) harmonic 
oomt)onents are investigated in the present study of cosmic ray 
dally variation. 
After confiraing the existence of the sharp changes of the 
- ! • -
coftBio ray Intensity In the records of the global network of 
neutron monltorst thr average characterlstlcsi In the Inter-
planetary taedLuBit of the diurnal and semi-diurnal variations 
are del .rsdned for six types of groups of days -rtilch have 
recorded the hour to hour sharp Intensity changes •AI_jJ^0.6j{ 
and^ljC (period of sudden increases)* -4Ij^ ^0.6j< an(^y^^% (period 
of sharo decreases) and±/l Ij^^O,^ (quiet i^eriod)* The tri» 
diurnal anisotropy vectors are also determined for the above 
six types of groups* The observed results are compared with the 
results of other investigators, determined on the yearly average 
basis. The possible mechanisas operating in the sun-earth 
region are discussed on the basis of the observed characteristics 
of diurnal, semi-diurnal and tri-dlumal variations. 
The thesis i s divided into five chapters. The f irst 
chapter briefly reviews the subject of time variation of cosaic 
ray Intensity, in {articular, the present understanding of the 
dally variation. The details of the geonetry of the Aligarh 
neutron monitor along with the associated electronic circuitry 
for recording the hourly cosnie ray Intensity and i t s response 
to energy spectrum of primary cosmic rays are described in the 
second chapter. The second chapter also describes the method 
of Fourier analysis (used to determine the diurnal, semi-
diurnal and trl-dlumal components of the cosmic ray daily 
variation) and the method of variational coefficients (used 
to relate the variations observed at ground to the anisotronles 
in the Interplanetary medium)* 
In the third chapter, the existence of the sharp changes 
of cosmic ray intensity 5n the records of various neutron 
• • -
monitors i s txamlned. The sharp changes have been c lass i f i ed 
Into sudden increases, sharp decreases and quiet oeriod. Tlie 
s ix groups of days of th*" types •/iiIj^^O.6^ 4 -Alj[^(0,6^ (quiet 
period), •Ali>0«6jC &"^ 1{>/1 ' (period of sudden increases) and 
•I\l^y0»6% A -Zi I. ;^ 1J? (period of sharp decreases) are sorted 
out In the cosmic ray intensity data recorded for the year 
of 1967 by nine neutron ronltor stations well distributed In 
latitude and longitude. For each group of days the character-
i s t i c s (aaplltude, phase and soectruffl) of the diurnal and semi-
diurnal anlsotroples, In the interplanetary Bwdlun, are Invest-
igated In the fourth and f i f th chapters, respect ively . Tbelr 
theoretical Interpretations are also discussed. In the f i f th 
chapter existence of the trl-dlurnal variation I s also examined. 
3oiae of the important results that have eraerged from the 
present study are l i s t ed belovt 
1 . Sharp changes in cosmic ray intens i ty , In the range of 
energies in which the neutron monitor responds, do e x i s t . 
3 . At lov and middle latitude s tat ions , which scan cosmic ray 
particles close to equatorial plant of the earth, the maxima 
of the freq jency distribution of sudden increases (observed 
almost along the sun-earth l i n e ) or of sharp decreases 
(observed almost peroendlcular to the direction of aV' rage 
interplanetary ma^n^'tlc f i e ld) does not depend on the 
station cut-off r ig id i ty . 
3 . The sudden increases and sharp decreases of the cosmic ray 
intensity are interplinetary In origin and the origin of 
sharp decreases i s different from the Forbush decreases. 
If. At low and diddle latitude s tat ions , tb« mean amplitudes 
of diurnal and seml-dlumal variations are very low for the 
- v l -
quiet period as ooeipared to other periods* The aean asplitudss 
of the diurnal and semi-diurnal variations increasest at saob 
stat ion, with increasing the hour to hour sharp intensity changes. 
The ohases remain alraost constant within the s t a t i s t i c a l 
accuracy and do not depend on the hour to hour sharp intensity 
changes* 
5 . The aean amplitude of tri-diurnal Tariation i s s t a t i s t i c a l l y 
significiiht at equatorial and low latitude s tat ions , only for 
the quiet period. I t indicates steeper latitude dependence of 
the tri-dluroal variation as compared to the diurnal and sent-
diurnal variations* 
6 . The average a<^plitude of the diurnal anisotropy also increases 
with the Increase of the hour to hour sharp intensity changes. 
The aT!Dlitude reaches a value of an order of the lower l i n i t 
of the yearly average amplitude* 
7 . The average amplitude of the diurr-^l and semi-diurnal anl-
sotroDies i s r ig idi ty dependent with a positive spectrum 
exponent. For th** diurnal anisotroi^, the exponent i s 0*^ 
t 0 * 2 for the quiet period* 
8. The present investigation conflrras the concept of sore than one 
raechaniso (regponaible for diurnal anisotropy} operating 
simultaneously. Conclusively, in addition to azimuthal streasK 
Ing, a streaninf due to Kortb-Soutb gradient of the cosmic 
ray density i s also orterating at least for the quiet period* 
9. The present study also resolves the ambiguity present in the 
explanation of semi-diurnal anisotropy by the perpendicular 
density gradient of the cosmic ray particles and the density 
gradient estimated by 3ubramanian» 
- v l i -
10. The existence of the trl-diurn-^l variation Is further 
conflnwd at least for the quiet ixsriod. 
1« *Znatrunentation for continuous Monitoring of Low Energy 
Cosoie Hay Intensity*, Journal of the Institution of 
Electronics A Telecom. Kngrs,, 1975» Vol, 31, pp. 653-57» 
3 . *Study of Sudden Increases ft Sharp Decreases in Cosmic Hay 
Intensity*, Journal of Radio and Space ftiysics, 1976, vol. 5t 
pp. 289-92. 
3. 'Solar Diurnal Anisotropy During Cosmic Ray Intensity 
Fluctuations*, Earth A Planetary iiciences Section of 
Proceedings of Indian Academy of Sciences, (under publication). 
^. *Semi-diurnal Anisotropy During Cosmic Hay Intensity 
•fluctuations*, Indian Journal of Physics, (under publication). 
5. *Solar Daily Variation for the Period of Cosmic Hay Intensity 
Fluctuations*, Proceedings of National Academy of Sciences, 
(unjer publication)* 
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fT9m a eoeridlnat«tf and eontlnueyt ayatmM of noaauroaoatt 
earrlod out on a vorltf«wi(S« aeaXa* Sbo oootlouoaa aoasaro* 
•ant of eosaie ray intansity haa batn unctorway for about 
forty yoara* Oonptoe ot al« (193^) dovolopad ao lonlta-
tioB oliaa(bor apcolally for rooordlng tho glaibal Intansity 
of hard eoBponont of aoeondary eoaiile ray a* ZnToatlgation 
into ttio data thui obtainod providodf for tbt firat tinot 
batio infantatioa on tbo tiso variation of eoaaio ray 
intansity* In tbo atudy of eosaio ray variationa, an 
iaportaat stop waa takon by Profossor Siwpson by putting 
a not-vork of stations oqaippod «ith noatron Monitors 
(Siq»soQt 1955) for rocerding tbo intonaity of nueloonio 
ooaponoat of socMidary oosadLe rays* tho first not->%#ofk of 
nontron sonitors was inatallod by Siapson at ChioagOt 
CliaaXf Httaneayo and Saorawinto Htk around 1952* A aoa 
Isirol survsy by Roso ot al* (1956) during 195^55 (a solar 
gdnimui poriod) oonfinMd that tho noutron aonitor ros-
pondod to iowor anargy partiolos of priaary oosnio rays 
than tho nuon nonitor* During tbo BIY (Intornational 
Qfoopbyaieal Toar) poriod 1957-58t a world-wido not-woxk 
of aoao fifty noutron Monitors vas aatabliabod* Iho 
substaneial contribution sado by tho data fro* this not-
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wofk to our pr«s«nt knowIt4g« of tbo int^rplaiiotafy 
•RVlrofiaont It In partlonlar tli« obarmotorlttlot •f tbo 
intorplanetary «agfMtie fltli (I.M.f.) %nA tho later* 
aetlon of galaetle and » * 1 T eosaie rayt %rith tbo X.M.F* 
(Wobbory 196at ifoCraokoB, 1962| Camieb8«l» 1962 and 
aa« ot al«t 1963)* 
Tbo period froai 1957*62 prtfbabljr roprofontod tbt 
first ago of tho noutron Monitors dospito of ttio lov oount* 
ing rato of the USt Monitors ('^25f000/br)« Ihe XST net* 
wox%c vas further suppleaeoted during the ICST (International 
Quiet Sttn Tear) in tbe jroar of i96if hf a seeond genoratioB 
of high counting rato ('^750fOOO/hr) im>»ih aonitors (Canilohaol 
196U>). The data obtained froa the high eountlng rate monitors 
have suffioieot statistieal aoeureesr so as to peralt the 
study of tine Tariatlons of short durations* 
Tho geogx^pbie distribution of stations is More or less 
unifoniy theiigb soMewhat More eonoontrated in Western Buropo* 
Ronorery when studying tbe global distrlbiition of aMplitudo 
of oertaln effoots t the ledk of stations noer tbe equator 
and in the southern boMispbere is notieeablo* tbe estab* 
UshMont of tbe Aligarb neutron Monitor (googra^io latitude 
• 27.95^» longitude • 78.07^ and altitude > 186 Meters) 
fills the gap of tbe equatorial Monitor and records eosMle 
ray intensity at « very blgh out«off rigidity <1if.85 Oy), 
The obserrod COSMIO ray Tariations on the ground 
pertain to the secondary eosMio ray partieles* Xn order 
to find tbe priMary Tariations in the interplanetary oedluM 
one has to take into aocmint th9 following two ioportant 
- 3 -
•fftetfi 
(1) Qtooafnetie eff«ott«» Ib« •fftot of tli* VArib't m f -
rwtie fL«14 on th« notion of prlaair partleXoit oni 
(11) Tpantltlon offoott* Tho offoot of tho gooorotloii of 
3ooondax7 partlolos throufh tbo IntometloBS of 
prloavT portiolot with tbo ataoopborlo nuoloi» Tbo 
traniforBotion of priaory portlclot Into sooonAaiy 
partioloo Aiffors for tmrtlolos of Aifforont onorgloo* 
Tbo oonditions undor i^lob tbo gonorotlon and patiafo 
•f •arlont aooondair eoapononto tbroufb tbo at«Oipboro 
tako plaoo alto do not roaalD ooattant. Ibis glToa 
rlfo tho Tarlatlono of torroatrlal orlglB. 
Tho fooMLfnotlo flold acts at a tpoetrt» analjtor to 
tho Ineoslnc partlclet and at any location of foongnotio 
latitiido X 9 only partielot abovt a ninlMUti etit*off onorgy 
E* aro allevod to rtaeh tho dotoetor* Tho latitiido offoet 
obaorrofi in tho ootnio ray Jntf*naity oloarly indioatod 
that tho ottt*off «ntrgy it w u d w M at tbo oqoator and alni-
•oa at tho polot« Tboogb oxtontivo oaloulationt on eotaie 
ray partiolo trajootorlet in tbo gooaagnttic fiold art 
oTailablo (StonMrt 1955l Sobvartx* 1959| Vallartat 1961t 
Bland» 1962 and Hodgoc&ck , 1963)9 tho eoneopt of *Aty«ptotio 
diraetiont* and *aty«ptotie oono of aoeoptanoo* dorolopod 
by Rao et al. (1963) and MoCraoken «t al.(l965) waa found 
oxtrosoly aaofui for rolatlng tbo tiao Tariationt obtorrod 
at ground to th« tiao Tarlatlont and dtparturo froa itotropy 
of tho primary eotvLo ray partieloa in intor-planotazy spaoo* 
By tracing tho actual trajootoriot of tho partielat in 
. ) f -
gtoaagiMtle fltltft Ra« •% al« (1963) and MeCraek«n tt 
al* (1965) b«Yt oaloulat«4 tba dlrvotion •€ eowlo ray 
partlola In spaeat wbleb ultlaatalj arrlTai from a 
spaciflad dlreetion at toaa givan point of tba aartb. 
Thia dlrvotiao la oallad tba aayvptetie dlraotioo of approaeb 
A (E^ f 6 « / ) of a ooaaie ray partielo of glTon eut-off 
onorgy E*t wbleb arrlToa at tba oartb froai a dlraotlen of 
conltb anglo^ and a2l«atb«#« Tbojr batro da«onatratad that 
•van tiMitgli any glvon noiitroB aenltor baa a largo zoning 
anglo at tbo ground» It oaaontlally aeana only a vary narrow 
bolt In tbo oolaatlal aky In a porlod of ooo day aa tba 
oartb aplna on Ita axla» Solid anglo eontalnlng tba aayap* 
totlo dlrootlona of approaob vblob aako a algnlfleant oontrl* 
bution to tbo counting rato of tbo dotootor la doflnod aa 
tbo *aoy«ptotlo eono of aoooptanoo* of tho dotootor. 
yoilovllig Ooraan (1957) tbo obaenrod coaale ray 
Intanalty V>(z) vf tbo aooondary ooaponent 1 at gooaagnatle 
latltado X at an ataoapb« r^lo daptb x «ay bo roproaontod by 
i^ («) m ^cj Dfll) wf- CI.X) « (1.1) 
vboro OCB) l i tbo dlfforontlal onargy apootnn of tbo 
prlaary partleloa and a^  (S, x) la tbo Integral miltlpUolty 
(wblob show* tlio nunibor of partleloa of typd 1 at an 
atsoopborle doptb x forood froai a single prlnary particle 
of total energy K). In principle B t^ 0(B) and «^(E, x) can 
cbange* for tbla r«aeon tbo obaarrod rolatlTo lnt«nalty 
- 5 -
•«riatl«Q •f ft MOOQdftry o«flp«ii«nt 1 i s 8lT«n toy 
cC 
vto«r« tf^CEfX) i s ottll«4 o«ttp l^nf CMfflei«at b«tv»«Q th« 
prlaftiy an< Mo^oAair Tftriati»ni tr tb« 41ff«r«ntlftl r*fp«fu« 
funetlttn aoi i«fln«4 mi f•!!•¥•i 
-1 ^ ^ ait 
Tb« first t«ni •!! th« rlgbt hmai. tide vf tb« •quation 1.2 
r«pr«t«ntt tbc T^ r^latlenfl a88«elat«< with tht obang«a in 
th« out»*ff tnargy «• a rtsult •t geMiagtsatio 4l8turbaDoaa» 
wblota is usually Tsry saall an4 nagliglbls sxeapt far Aays 
assaoiat«4 vitb aagnatio atarss* Tbs 8«oan< tarn raprataots 
tba Tarlatians af tarrastrial arlgin« tba varlatlans ralataA 
vltb tba cbanga in «ultiplieity as a rasult af altamatlans 
in tba tarrastrial atvasphara (aataaralagieal affaets)* 
Iba tbirA aoi last tarn 4asorib«s tba Tarlatians •t axtra-
tarrastrial arlgln« tba Tarlatians 4ua ta aecalaratlan ani 
4aoalaratlan af partlclas by Z*M.F«t partiola sc«ttarlng» 
supploaantary flux dua ta ganaratlan praeassaSf altarnatlans 
in tba spaetrua ultb changing diraotian af partiola Influx 4ua 
ta paaslbla anisatrapy af tba casmie ray straa« in tba intar-
plaaatary aadiua* Tba last tarn is af intarast in tba studias 
af tima Tarlatians af easMlo rays* 
Iba InTastlgatlan af Tarlatians af tarrastrial arigin 
- 6 -
requires a knowledge of the coupling coeffloients iir^  
CSfX) between the priaary 6D(B)/DCE) and secondary SNJt(x)/ 
ir^ (x) •arlations of cosmic rays* Coupling coefficients 
•ay be calculated cm ourely theoretical grounds provided 
the theoretical itodel giving details of nuclear interac-
tions between nriaary particles and atBOspherio nucleif for 
the estiaation of the nultiplicity function • CS*x)9 i s 
accurately known. Coupling coefficients can be obtained eapiri-
cally froa geomagnetic effects for coaparatively low energies 
Ci ^15 0«?) as follows (Doroan, 1957)I 
the negative sign appearing because an increase In cut-off 
energy (SS^) r<^suits in a decrease in the oosalc ray inten-
sity (8N^(x))» C(X]pllng coefficients for higher energies 
can then be extrapolated by the nsethod suggested by DonuBua 
(1957)* A miaber of authors (Heher, 19?2t Trelaani 1952| 
Sinpson et al*, 19531 DorBan;l957{ l^ ebber and Quenbyt 1959| 
Lookwood and Webber, 1967| Donaan et al.» 1970 and Cooke and 
Fenton, 1971) have obtained the coupling coefficients, 
eaplrically, applicable to cosaic ray variations* 
Va'*iations of extra-terrestrial origin aay be divided 
•alnly into two classesi 
I - Variations of solar origin associated with processes on 
the sun and in tbe solar systea* These variations aay, 
intum, be divided into two subclassesi 
Z (a) Effect of solar modulation of the galactic cosmic 
rayst Variations due to solar aodul&tlon of prlaary 
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eotnlo rajrt of galaotlo origin bo long to tbis group. Xho 
•arlatlona of this subclasf inoludo oaoontlally both Ito-
tropio (tlBO dopondont) Tarlatloiif (11-y«ar oolar cyelo 
•ariatlont Torbuth dooreaso« 27-day rarlation) and anlao-
trople (apatiftl) •ariationt (solar daily variation}• Iho 
•olar aodalation of galaetio eotaio rays la farthor dia* 
ouaaod in dotail in aootion 1«5« 
X (b) Kffacta of gonoratlon of ooaaie ray a on tbo aun. Tbla 
Ineludoa tho offoota of largo and a«all aolar flaroa. It 
la voll eatabliabod that tbo aun loeally produooa ooaole 
raya during tolar rUroot noraally with «norgioa;5100 Ma?« 
but oecaslonally oztonding ortn to «r«rgiaa >i1 Qo? produoing 
a Aotoetablo onhanconent in tbo ooanting rata roglatarod by 
tbo ground baaod dvtootora (dlaouaaod in dotail in aootion 
1.3)* 
n * Tariatiooa of galaetio origin aaaoelatod wltb poaaiblo 
aniaotr«py of tho flux of galaotle eoasie raya duo to a 
non*uBlf»m dlatrDwtion of aourooa ai^ to diffuaion of ooaade 
raya fron tbo galUxy* Boeauao of tbo oartb*a rotation» thia 
anlsotropy appoara aa a aidoroal day variation* 
U2 Ifatooroloaleal Effoota: 
Flartleloa that aro ragistorcd doop in tbo ateoapboro 
aro largely saoondary partloloa* produead in tba nuelaar 
intaraotiona of tba priaary partieloa vith tba nuolai of 
tba tarraatrial at«oapbar«* Tb9 efaar^ aa in tbo aotoorolo-
gieal parasMitora aucb aa preaauraf twcporaturo (or rediatri-
bution of air «aaa} laad to tho obangoa in tb« intanalty of 
- 8 . 
any stcondaiy eonponent* Tb« •ffaet of tb« changing 
iMteoroIogloal condltlcmt on th« oosnlo rsgr variation! 
has boen studiod quitt oittensivoly both thoorotloally and 
by onploying will known oorrtlatlon teehniquos botwoan tho 
cbsarved oosnio rajr intanslty •ariations and th« notoorolo-
gleal parmooters. 
^Essentially tvm sajor (pressure and tonperature) 
corrections are to be applied to coamio ray data. The 
pressure o:>rreciion i s related to tne obanges in the nass 
of the aba&rber (atniospberie air) overlying the aonitor. 
I^ it tif per^ture correction ia related to the variation in 
tht» distribution of laeeses along the entire coluan of the 
atvoaphtre ov«r the n^onitor and ia particularly inportant 
when the cascade processes producing the secondary oonponent, 
involve particles with l i f t timis that are oonparable with 
the time of flight fro« their point of origin to the detector. 
The tetsperature correction, at the ground* i s considerable 
for mi*aeson cenponent and negligible for th^ s nucleonlo 
conponent* 
Ttie ^tcsospherio pressure effect i s related to the 
chai3ges In the mass of the air overlying the acmiter. The 
barometric pressure *P' recorded at a station i s taken as 
a ttietiaure of this mase* Tiie counting rate K of the neutron 
monitor at any ataK>sph9ric presiiure ? can be eicpressed as« 
» (?) * K (0) Jitpi'f/L) . . . (Uk) 
/here t i s the absorption mean free ptith iirtiich depends on 
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the nean energy of the recordlcd nucleonio ooi9p€»n«Rt. Th« 
baro»etrle attenuation coefficient •^•, the iHisuIting 
correction faotori i s obtained by differentiating equation 
l A with respect t© P, 
^ •-<idP . . . (1.5) 
where ^* 4» and dN is the change in the counting rate M 
due to a change dP in the atnospherio pressure. To cal-
culate the •ilue of *^ * (expressed in % per mb}t empirically, 
equation 1*5 is integrated between nemal average pressure ?« 
and actual pressure ?» 
Log M m-^? • k ... (1.6) 
where k i s an Integr .tion constant. To detemdne the value 
ofcpCf linear correlation of the logarltbo ef the counting 
rate« Z « Log M with the atoospherie pressure P i s carried out. 
In the straight forward application of the above swntioned 
correlati n analysis for the data, the variations of ^rioary 
origin (independent of the attwspherlc pressure) are taken 
to be s t3 t i : t i ca l , ubich say net be the case. There are 
several ways of taking into account the prinary variations. 
The following two methods are cmstly used. 
(1) ?4ethod for two stations having sinilar chi^raoteristief i 
It has been shown by McCracken (1959) that the percentage 
variations of the extraterrestrial origin or the primary 
intensity cban,^ es i ( t ) , In the counting rates at tve stations 
having similar cbaraoterlstlcs well above the knee of the 
latitude curve are very ne i^rly the sane. In such a case i f 
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the peroentage derlatl^na of tbt eounting rates ar« rep-
resentesl by (dK/N)i and (<IN/V}2 »"<* prewurei by P^  and 
P^  for the two statien8» then one oan write from equation 
1.6 
(dN/»)^ • Q (t) • ^ ( P i . P,) . . . (1.7) 
(dll/N)^ • Q (t) • cxi (Pg - ^ ) . . . (1.8) 
where P^  and Pj are tbe mean pressures at the two statio«i. 
Substraoting equation 1.8 fron 1.7, 
where dP^  « p^  • p^  and dP, " 2^ ~ ^2* ^^^atloo 1.9 i s free 
froiD primary Tarlmti-^ns and the valu« mtoC aey be detertslned 
by the ciethed ef least squares* 
(11) Methed ef suGoessive differenq^fi 
In the absenoe of aTallabillty of ai^ ether station ef 
neutron noniter having cetsparable eut-ef rigidity« tbe ntthod 
of suocesslTe differenoes given by lapolnte and Rose (1962) i s 
used. Tbe exact integral fern of equation 1.5 can be written 
as f ellews 
U>g Nj - teg H-, • •c^(p2 - P )^ . . . (1.10) 
where 2 and 1 refer the neighbouring enteries in the saople. 
To determine the value of o6 , a linear regression i s carried 
out between successive differences of the Log«ntha of the 
daily mean-intensity (I«g Wg * ^ ' ^i^ ^^'^ ^^* daily mean 
pressure (Pg ** <^| *^ ^^ thtn methodt days with large changes 
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In dally m&axi Intanslty and unacooapaiii«d by an approciabl* 
change in the dally aean pressure are usually rejected 
before perfromlng auoh an analysis* 
Because the neutron monitor responds to sere than one 
component of the secondary cosalo rays as sho%nf) in Table 1.1» 
th« aeasured attenuatlmfi coefficient at a given location Is 
glyen by the sue of the Individual attenuation coefficients 
of the components weighted according to their contribution 
to the total counting rate 
06 m Z'C^-K./27H. ... (1,11) 
1 ± *• -i A 
TABtt 1,1 
The Relative contribution (In ^) made by various 
secondary cosciic ray components to the counting 
















33.6 • 2.0 
7.»f • 1.0 
»f.i+ + 0.8 
2,^ ± 0 .^ 
1.2 i 0.3 
1.0 
^?^^l^,r 
B5.2 t 2.0 
7.2 i 1.0 
3.6 ± 0.7 
2.0 • 0 .^ 
1.0 ± 0.3 
1.0 
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wh«r« od j^  and % ar« r«sp«etlv«ly tht attenuation 
coefflolcnt and the counting rata assoclcitad with tho 
*1* coaponant. Tho attanuatlon co«fflci«nt ^ i s found 
to ba the Ainetion of both altltuda and latituda tHbrough-
out the vholo atsQOspharo (Bacbalat at al.» 1965 and 
Caroiohaal et a l . | 1$^8) and at a givon location i j found 
to vary with solar cycle (Bacbelot et al«« 1967). Tho 
•aluo of ^ i s sfcaller for bighor threshold rigidity 
st&tioo and being ciaximuv at the miniaua solar activity. 
Hatton (1971) has shown that the altiti^Of latitude and 
solar cycle variation in the attenaati<Mi coefficient are 
primarily due to the corresponding variations in the 
atteraiation cooffieient of the nucleonie conponent. 
It has also been established that the attenuation 
coefficient of solar flare radiation i s of ^3C^ greater 
than that for galactic radiation (McCracken and Pklneira, 
1960| Phillips and Parsonsi 1962 and Wilson et a l . , 1967). 
A method of correcting neutron monitor data for atnjospheric 
pressure variations during solur flare events using differen-
t i a l coefficients for galactic and solar particles has been 
developed by MSCracken (1962)« 
^•2«2 yegperature Effec^i 
Plainly stable particles« nucleonSf interact with lead 
in a neutron inonitor and aainly participate in the process 
of local neutron formation* AS shown in Table L i t certain 
(though comparatively snail) part of the neutrons i s gene-
rated by unstable particles (pi-mesons and ^)-aesons)« On 
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this aeoountf the neutron monitor countii7g rate ! • dependent 
net only on the aata of the ataosph«r« above tiie ecmitor but 
nlso on the dlitrlbutlon of th l i mast throughout the atsei-
phere* olnce the aase dlitrlbutlon varies with teaperature 
changes throughout the ataosphere» at a result the neutron 
Monitor counting rate It dependent on ateespherlo te^erature. 
Hatton (1971) has shown that the temperature offeot Is con-
siderably smaller In the neutron monitor than that In the 
•uon monitor at tea level and Insignificant at mountain 
altitudes* Dorman (1957) hat calculated theoretically the 
fractional ohange in the neutron mwiltor counting rate due 
to temperature changes In the atmosptiero. Glokova et a l . 
(1959) have simplified the above method of Dorman In order 
to ease the practical computation of the temperature oorreo-
tlon. It It found that a positive Increase In the temperature 
of St particular level In thd atnosi^ere, decreases the neutron 
monitor counting rato« 
I Q S o ^ r W^m; 
It i t vei l established that the space between the earth 
and the 9un« apart from the toUd bo41et (offiBeta« asteroldt 
and natural ta te lUte t ) and dust partloltt« It f i l led with 
a highly lonlted gat eloudt of solar plasma* Emlttlon of 
lonisool gat oloudt radially out-vard from the sun was 
first suggested by ChaiMsan In 1927 Inordur to explain the 
aurora and geomagn'"tic storms. In 19511 Biermann also 
gave the idea of continuously blowing outward streams of 
cornuscular radiation Tr^m the sun (Blermann, 1951» 1957) 
Inorder to explain the observed acceleration of gaseous ccmet 
- 1 l f . 
tailf. later a number of •utatandlng terrestrial effects 
were explained by means of thesolar corpuscular streans. 
Two types of sources on the »\m^ that aeiid sorr^ uscular 
radiation to ust Have been suggested* One of the sources 
resides in the chromospherev fronr which occasionally an 
excessive stean of corpuscular radiation cowes out and reac^e^ 
Jiuwt the earth in one, two or three days. The ohroraes-
pherie outbursts are sudden events iind the material streaned 
out does not diffuse during passage frosi the sun t > the 
earth* At the tiste of chrcvospheric outbursts, solar oosndc 
rays (protons and helium nuclei present in an abundance) 
are also often eraltted. The solar cosnlc rays have an energy 
spectnia, which is siere steep than the galactic cosnic rays. 
In solar costtdo rays, particles upto energy 10 BeV/n or 
more are normally obi^ erved. The solar oosmio radiation noves 
independently in the interplanetary space and can be consi-
dered a s^a (solar plasms) coupled together by Z.H.?« only 
at largest interplanetary scale (Rirker, 1958 a). 
In contrast to the sporadic cosado ray oomponent of 
corpuscular radiation, there is probably another source on 
the 3an vhich continuously enits protons (with equal number 
of electrons to maintain electrical neutrality) in the Ke? 
energy range. This enissior is usually referred as solar 
corpuscular radiation or solar wind, whioh is oore popular. 
The speed of the solar wind Is, observed, greater than the 
local vpeed of sound and therefore, it is scMsstimes called 
supersonic solar wind. The te-^ peratures of the inner solar 
-1 
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corona are extremtly bigh^lO^^K. At these t«rap6rature 
the intc^rpldoetary gaa la completely ionised and b«havei 
as a good conductor of e l e c t r i c i t y and corrreys with i t 
v/haterer -agns'tlc f ields are present. ^ar5:er (1958 b) 
have develo?*d the theory of contimioua hydrodynanioal 
•3tpan?iori cf the sol&r corona. He showed that the inner 
corona with observed temperature ia too hot to be held 
atatio by the aun'a gravitational f ie ld and expanda conti-
nually in apace (altlough not necessarily with spherical 
sy??»"»)Ctry )» 
The properties of the solar vind« (e .g . speed* density 
and tefflper=4ture e t c . ) deduced indirectly fro® solar terroa-
t r l a l rclgtlonchip, have been verif ied by a nunber ef direct 
space craft and deep space probe measurements at varleua 
he''lolfetlt fes and hellocsntrlo distances* nn idea of 
length scMles (or ti^e scales) was introduced by Burlaga 
and >«#«««• (1968) and ftirther discussed by Burlaga (1969) to 
describe fi*^  observed properties of solar wind in terns of 
hel iocenlrlc distances. The scales of length may be con-
vrrted Irto scales of tirse by dividing a-Tsropiristte solar '.find 
Buiv spe«»d. T i^ree scales (eacro, meso and micro) are shown 
in ?igure 1 .1 . The tseso sc^le deals with lengths o f ^ i A . U . 
(^h days) and the iBicro-sci;le with lengths of ^ 0.01 AU 
(^1 hour)* Only the macro and meso-scale propertiea are 
iraport nt for particles of t-nergy^ 2G«V, ^fhereas micro-scdile 
pror»ertl«3 are lOi^ t relevant for low energy pi irt ic les(^ 1GeV)i 
T t bulk obatrved properties of the quiet sol xr wind at the 
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orbit of the earth (1 A.U.) In the iseso-scalo dlewnalons 
and i t s Tir labl l l ty within I t compiled by Burlaga (1971) 
ap«^iv«n In Tablo 1.2« At heliocentric distances between 
say ^.25 A.U. and 5-10 A.IF., i t i s predicted that the spofd 
rtffiains closely const ant t the density deoreaaei/1/r*^ and 
the tG'^iperuture decreases as r increases at a rate whose 
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The solar wind veloci ty exh ib i t s strong t i a « v i r l a t i o n s 
due to emission of plasma from di f ferent r tg ions of the 
3olar disc with d i f fer ing c h a r a c t e r i a t i c a , Snyder e t a l , 
(1963) have demonstrated an excel lent cor re la t ion between 
Z;K indices of geosagnetic f ie ld disturbance and the so la r 
wind veloci ty on a t i a e scale-<1 year . 27-day recurrence 
tendency! both in highZlKp and Bnh^nc^i so la r wind ve loc i ty 
and t h e i r associa t ion with M-region iBagn«»tio storms are a l so 
observed. Though large va r i a t ions ex is t in the so la r wind 
proper t ies on a dny to dey b a s i s , on a long t e r« b a s i s , 
contr-sry to t heo re t i c a l expecta t ions , the so la r wind as well 
«»8 I.**,^. nar wet*»rs rs-mei" o rac t i ca l ly invar ian t with the 
so la r cycle (Gosling et 5.1,, 19711 Mathews e t a l , , 1971 and 
'ledf.ec^cy <^t nl,, 197?). 
1 A Intorplanet. .ry '^^gnctic Field a > M . ? | : 
Thr eigne t i c "ield on the surface of tha sun i s of 
1 gauss* Kear the Doles, the f ie ld looks l iko a dipolo 
.nd bec.-:«8 rciJli.! at l^r^cr r.eliocerstrio d i s t ances . Near 
the t^quator, the f ie ld i s r a the r disordered, iince the con-
t inua l ly ejected so lar wind Is highly conductive, i t wi l l 
^arry »it;-) i t the l i ne s ©f force of the general so la r aagnet ic 
f i e l d . The Z.H.? . , being cnbadded In the highly conducting 
so lar wi-.d, bph^ves as I f i t i s Jr r in with the ooving 
plasBi.. i;ue to roti . l ion of the sun, the f ie ld i s twisted 
and i s of the ^^rm of an archinediiiti 5^1 r a l in the aun»s 
•equatorial plane (Fi,;;are 1.2a and 1.2b). 
(a 
(b 
F I G 1 2 - P R O J E C T I O N O N T H E S O L A R E Q U A T O R I A L P L A N E O ^ THE 
S P I R A L S O L A R M A G N E T I C F I E L D W H I C H IS C A R R I E D TO I N F I N I T Y BY 
O U T W A R D S T R E A M I N G O F S O L A R W I N D P L A S M A ( d ) W i ^ H A 
V E L O C I T Y O F 3 0 0 K n n / S < r c A N D ( b ) W I T H A V E L O C I T Y O F ' ^OOOKm/Src 
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If, In a region, the magnetic f ie ld and charged pa r t i c l e s 
or so lar plasma are present together than, ii^ether the f ie ld 
dEctc-rmines the notion of the p a r t i c l e s o r , the plasma c a r r i e s 
the f ie ld with i t de oenda upon the r e l a t i v e laagnitudes of the 
mignetic and k ine t i c energy d e n s i t i e s . Under the l a t t e r 
condit ions the magnetic f i e ld in a highly ionized medium can 
be locked upon aa being frozen within the medium. The magnetic 
energy densi ty of commonly encountered f i e lds i s of/v>10" <»rgs/ 
cm**. Galactic cosmic r-^ys have a k i n e t i c energy density ot ^ 
O.O X 10*''^ ergs/cm^ (0.5 eV/cm^) so tha t the tcagnetic f ie ld 
plavs a deteruinlng role in guiding the i n t ens i t y of g i l a c t i c 
costnlc r a y s . The s-irrie i s the case with most solar orotcxis of 
fnrrgy y ^OW':V^ On the other hand so la r plasma, wv i^ch cons i s t s 
pa r t i c l e s of energy of^KeV of r a d i a l v e l o c i t i e s in the range 
300 t o 2000 Km/sec, has an ^nci^gy density ofr^7 X 10" ergs/cm^, 
wf*^ iich do'slnates the magnetic energy density of coononly encount-
ered f i e l d s , i t then c a r r i e s the f ie ld with i t . 
Parker (1963) had theo re t i ca l ly estinuated tha t the f i e ld 
a t the orb i t of the earth i s very nearly r a d i a l and i s of 
m'ignitude^2 X 10 '^  gauss . But, a t the o rb i t of Jup i te r the 
f ie ld i s completely of s p i r a l nature as shown in Figure 1.2a 
A b . Because of the anisot roolc expansion of the gas as i t 
c'>EW3 out f r ' ^ the sun, the f ie ld i s uns t ab le . The I.'^Jf. 
l ines have an average angular ve loci ty equal to the sun •s 
equa tor ia l pline i . e . , the so la r wind moves (near ly) r ad ia l ly 
outward while the archimedean s p i r a l I .M.F. configurat ion, on 
tWe average, corota tes with the sun. T?)e s p i r a l l i n g of the 
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I.M.P. ter'^.lrv.tei n^ar 100 A»U» heliocentric diataoot. Th« 
angl« between the arohi»eMean spiral I.M.F. and tb« heliocentric 
radius rector ia called the gari«n-»bo3« angle (Figure 1.3). 
The conplenent of the garden-hose angle 'Uf' i s expressed as, 
TanT^ « V ^ w X r » . , (1,12) 
^ere Vg is the solar wind velocity blowing radially outvardt 
r is the heliocentric distance and ^  is tht angular Telocity 
of the equatorial region ef the sun as seen from the earth. 
For a solar wind velocity V/^MX) Ksi/seo, the angle 'xjs at the 
orbit of the earth (T^^ A.O.) turns out to be~lf5*» 
It is veil established that the I.M.F. is distributed 
in the form of a veil defined sectorsy altemuto sectors 
thcrving field lines oppositely directed to each other« one 
directed uway froa the sun (positLTO) and the next directed 
towards the sun (negative). T'^ ese sectors* which coretate with 
the suD| are found to exist throughout the solar cyclo(Wilcox 
aid Ness, 1965 and i^ iloox and Colburn, 1972)* :;orrelating 
the polJirity of the aiean photospberio field and the I.M.F. 
near the earth, the solar origin of I.M.F. has also been 
established (3evemey et al., 1970). Though the average 
I.M.F. does not show significant variations in magnitude 
or in direction, the frequency of miirt^ er of days with high 
a'aplitude magnetic fields does show an increase with solar 
activity; and the I.H.F. observed on a day to day basis snows 
significant departure from their average characteristics. 
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Observations of I.M.f. with tiaitac^lM of^l 4ay mr 
leas (mlcrosc l*) showed that the Ide&l snlral nature of the 
large scale I.M^F, (average behaviour) Is altered considerably 
due to the presence of a continuous distribution of small scale 
irregularities* The origin of these irregularities has been 
attributed to the motion of the prominent pbotospherie features 
such as tranulations (^^10^ Km diameter) and super- granula-
tions (^2 X 10 Km diameter), (Michel, 1967 and Joklpii and 
Parker, 1969)* In addition to these small scale irregularities, 
tho turbulent motion of the solar plasma makes the field lino 
stochastic (ranAom walk) even if they were sycsmotrioal to start 
with* A large part of the random walk is due to the horizontal 
displacement of the feet of the lines of force resulting from 
the motion of granules and supergranulos* The propagation of 
the oosmie ray particles in the interplanetary space is consi*> 
derably affected by the distribution of irregularities, th«ir 
scale sizes and the mean distance between the irregularities 
w:.loh produces a considerable deviation In the large scale 
I»M*P* The field fluctuations are also froson into the solar 
olasma. The fogular and irregular ouignetio field frozen into 
the solar plasMi are convocted out along the solar wind. 
Cosmic ray particles diffUso through the irregularities against 
the outward blowing solar plaswt before reaching the earth, 
^he scattering due to the irregular!ties in the I.M.F. is 
maximum for particles whose gyro-radius is comparable to the 
scale size of the iregularities* 
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1«5 SoUr H»4ulatlon of GaUotlc Coiaic a»yi: 
I t Is generally accepted that the ooenlo radiation la 
i sotro te and of galactic nature. The sun i s emitting oesnic 
ray particles only eccasionally* The sun and the interplanetary 
mediuB, hoveTert ex«rt a profound influence on the eosaic radia-
tion causing then to undergo deviation from isotropy and change 
• f energy spectrua as well as of Intensi^, Fron the observed 
variations of oosalo ray secondaries using ground based equip-
cent i^ nd vith an adequate kno'./ledge of the geomagnetic ef fect 
('^cCraektn >t a l . , 196?) and of the transition ef fect in the 
atroaphore (Dorraan, 1957)t the orlnary cosmic ray variations 
h'ive bean extensively studied ever wore than l a s t thirty years. 
Many mech.i.'^snshavG been proposed to explain these nodulations 
but as yet no rt:ally satisfactory theory ex i s t s to describe 
these aodulitlen processes* 
As w<» have shovn in section 1.1 , the solar modulation 
cf gal^Lctlc ccsKic rays produces variations in the intensity 
of ground bvsed nonltcrs of the following two typesi 
(a) Isotro >ic (t l»e d€;>ecdent) v ir iat lons and 
(b) Acisotropte (soat la l ) Variations 
Ihe ^irlush cflscr^^sisest 27-dfey and 11-year variations f a l l 
ir.tc th«j r^rm^v category, whereas the spatial anisotrepies* 
aach as d lurn. l , semi-diurnal and tri-diurnal variations 
observed In iiolir daily vir iat ion in the la t t er category. The 
3uu vl t } I t j continuously blowing solar wind and carrying with 
11 fro^en-in ijiagnt^tic f ie lds can essent ial ly affect the galactic 
cc'SJBic rai' part ic les of energies < 500 OeV and produces iMotr&pic 
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(tisie deoeni in t ) v i r i a t l o n a . And the presence of non-unifona 
and changing sna i l ac i l e i r r e g u l a r i t i e s in the I .M.? . nroduces 
inlsDtronic ( s p a t i a l ) v c r i a t i o n a . The i s o t r o p i c tinie va r i a -
t ions have been discussed in Jec t ion 1.6 in b r i e f and the 
anisot ropic s p a t i a l va r i a t ions in S e c t i m 1.7 in d e t . i i l . 
1.6 I so t rop ic (tin^e dependent) Varia t iona: 
1»6.1 ?orbu3h Decreases L 
Forbush decreases are the prominent even t s , character ised 
by the world»wi<to depression in cosnic ray i n t ens i t y t i a e curve 
(Forbush, 1937, 1938). A f^ l l in the i n t e n s i t y , extending froo 
few hours t o several hours followed by a gradual recovery, i s 
observed in Forbush decreases . 
Very often Forbush decreases display a complicated s t r u c -
ture in the dovmward s lope . The sequence of events from the 
i n i t i a l phase of the decreases upto complete recovery, consis t ing 
of ?orbu3h decreases , set of other type of decreases and some 
other world-wide i n t ens i t y va r i a t ions are known as cosmic ray 
s t o m s . The i n i t i a l phase of the Forbush -iecrease may have a 
S2!^ill pre- incre ise or pre-decrease or a pre-deci^ase followed 
by a SQall i nc rease . During the periods of Forbush decreases 
the ear th experiences iaagn«^tic s t o m comparising of a abort 
increase (storm sudden ccwiraenceiaent, 3SC) followed by a large 
depression for few hours (nain phase) which i n t u m i s followed 
by a slow recovery in the hor izonta l component of the geomag-
ne t i c f ie ld at the equa tor ia l region. The occurrence of 
Forbush decrease with SSC, generjilly, a f te r a ce r t a in delay, 
varying for event t o event , reveals a co r re la t ion between the«. 
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ry correl.»ti g the mlnlaui! «f 7orbush iucroase vith th« oaxlnua 
depression in th« g«onignetlo flcl^a I t l a otJatr/ td Ih i t although 
there 1« a cloa* corrclutioi^ ':;n the vholo, but rtot in detr . i l 
C>an(istrci«t 1965)« The cba rac tc r i s t l cd and t h a l r corrtjlat?on 
with a nunber of so la r and lieopliyslcal par^iQetc^rs for a numb r 
of Forbush decr^iAaee have been obti lned by 4 nunber of I n v e s t l -
Rators (Dormn, 1963$ f^ckwood s^nd '".azdan, 1963; Forbush, 1966; 
Lockvrood, 1971; ..gravul i*nd .Jlngh, 1976 r^ nd ?. o 1976). 
'*he la-siiltudes of Joroufin «ic;ar^ . ases d*p5^rd upon the type 
or the dot ' jctor, tht; vcr t i j^ i l cut-off r1 gil l t j? ind the attioa-
o^:eric depth (LoaHwood, 1971). I t in i ic i i taa tho L>n«jrgy (or 
r i g i d i t y ) Je.ond'ono* oi' th^ oossoic ray -.odulatian during 
Forbush deoreaaea. Ty;)lo*Ily 5 t s 15^ iacre ise 1« observed 
in the r i g i d i t y rdiina Z to Vj 07 b / j r^u id ba.i«d neutron 
monitors* 
T^ i9 e i r l i e a t oniafij .;f Torhajn i.?ere J313 dr.i o'^s^r/ed 
in a d i rec t ion about 30® - 7C^^ '?" '^*»? inn-i . r th Tin.? 1 .3 . 
in the d i rec t ion of t-ri Average I,*^.?. i^.r t'^ii »irth 
(Lockw^oi, 1971). 
Various t heo re t i ca l oo l« l3 , o j e m t l n s In thi» sun-earth 
region, have been suggested for t'^otraxp? n t ' o n (ilfV'''n,195*«'| 
Doraan, 1957| ^orr l sun, 1955; Cold, 19>0} ^ i r ' e r , 1963 and 
Loekvood, 1971). ..Ifven-^orsvin a t t r l b u t e J th-' Forbush d e c r e a s e 
to erwsrgy losses oroducad by t l ; j s l e c t r i : "^l^ld aosoclr ted with 
the so lar plasisa bena. Tha two r e s t lKpc>rt..nt iind successful 
r.odels ure Gcld 's lagn t i c Bot t le* r cd t l '<M ' \ t r ter*8 'Blast 
are* model. According to Gold's aodel , Ir&lde the *aagnetlc 
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b«tt l t ' the essBdc ray Intensity Is re4tte«d« AS the nagnstle 
l>«ttl« expands sni sngulfs the eartb the ?erbush decrease sets 
in . In the 'blast wave* aedel the reduction ef oesnic ray 
intensity ec(^uring behind the nagnetie shecdc front preduced 
by a sudden eutw i^rd explesion in the selar oorena fellovlng an 
intense flare, i s respensible far ebsenred ?erbu8h decr«ases* 
In additien to ferbush decreases Initiated by selar flares 
ceretatlng Ferbush decreases shewing a strong 27*day recurrence 
tendency have been detected* McCracken et al* (1966)» Bukata 
et al« (1968) and Hao et a l . (1972) suggested that the oorota-
ting Ferbush decreases obserred at low energies ('^10 t<eV) can 
aanifest theaselTes as enhanced diurnal ware trains at high 
energies (^1 OeV)« 
1.6.2 17-Day Vari^^fp: 
The 27-day recurrence of iratgnetio storos i s a well-known 
phenooenon. It i s cerrel^ited with the transits of sunspot 
groups serriTing for nore than one sun rotation period. The 
27-day recurrent changes in cossdo ray intensity, which are 
not associated with selar flares, are closely correlated with 
recurrent (M-reglon) geomagnetic s tems. The changes are of 
solar origin and are associated with central eaeridian passage 
(CMP) of actiTe r<»gions and unipolar ntagnetic (UM) regions on 
the solar disc. The possibility of geeaagnetio disturbances 
hare been ruled out oespletely (Sioipsent 195'*-)* 
THhn 27 day recurrent decrease i s a quasi-peraa nont pheno-
menon and shows close correlation with enhanced>5303 A* emission 
from the active regions (Mori ©t a l . , 196*f and Phtbak, 1969). 
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The rigidity de^endeno® of the 27-dlay •arlatlon i s the sane 
aa tb^t of F'orbusb deorease^ although the % decrease in 
intensity ia smaller (fonger, 1953» IcckwoodI, 1960| v/ebber, 1962 
and ^ukata et al», l^'SS), A misber of investigators h^ve shown 
that aliaost all the 'orbusb decreases are associated uitb 
27»day recurrent solar eorotating cor^scular strean etainating 
frdn th«s active x^gions of tb# solar diso (Ballif and Jonest 
1969) Mcdonald and Dosal, 1971 and Beiialkbedkar et al«, 1973)* 
Forbush decreases have been classified in tvo categories 
(a) Forbush decreases associated with corotating 27'-day 
recurrent streaaia emanating fr<» either the solar active 
regions or fror< the coron&.l holes or (b) Farbuab doooroasot 
associated with solar flares* It i s not very clear at present 
that Porbush decreases are asf'eciated solely to 27-day recurrent 
230lar corotating streams or to transient plasma clouds or to 
the shook waves from solar flares* Probably more than one 
mechanism i s operating simultaneously in the sun-earth region 
in a complicated manner to cause the recurrent Forbusb decreases. 
1*6.3 11-Y^^y V^ri^ t^<in: 
The number of dark spots on the surface of the sun*s 
vis ible bofdLsphere has been studied over more than two hundred 
years and has been found to have an olovon year cycle variation 
of solar activity* If yearly mean comic ray intensity along 
with the yearly mean sun-spot number i s plotted for the eleven 
years of s^ ny solar cycle then i t i s found timt the oosmio ray 
intensity changes over the solar cycle in antlcorrelatlon with 
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tbt fun-tpot aotlflty* fhs Intenalty v&riaUoiiS'^20$( in 
neutron aenltora iktiA^^ft In aeaoo aenltors froa 8«lar alnlaua 
to solmr iiazlBua obserretf at bifh latltutf* stations olsarly 
Indioott a strongly enorgy dopondont of tho 11«jroar iio4ula-
tlons of eosBlo ray Intensity • 
During tbo porio4 of bigti solar aetlvity« tbo oaission 
of iMignotie elou<ls trvm tho sun roaehos hlgb valuot sooowhero 
boyong tbe orbit of tbo oartb provonts tbo galaotlo oosole 
rays in reaoblng tbe oartb. Tbo results fro« a largo aoount 
of tbo data eoneemlng tbo rigidity dopondonoe of tho olovon 
year aodutatiw) Indleato that tbo lov energy eoMponent of 
ces«ie rays sbovs «axifl»» aodulatioat vbilo tbe particles with 
rigidit ies bigbor than 15 0? sees to reaain relatlToly un-
affected and eron during niniauB solar aotlTlty there fxists 
a residual aodulation of oosalo ray intensity. 
the tiao lag observed betvoon tbt aaxiaua (peak) cosaie 
ray intensity and tbe ainiaua in solar aetlTlty bas boon 
uti l ised to ostiaato tbe siso of the oodulating region (D). 
Using sun»spot nuaber as tbn paraaoter to define solar 
aotivityt s lag of 9*12 aooths ms found (?orbusb» 1958) vhioh 
eerrospoods to D I^OO A.U.» a Taluo wbieb i s an order of 
aagnitudo greater than that obtained trmm aany other oridencos. 
Moreover tbo value i s found to be different for different 
periods of the solar eyolo. Quonby (1965) bas bovevor, pointed 
out that eonsidoratiOB of sunspot mmbor close to the solar 
equator (^ 10*) substantially reduces tbe tiao lag. Subsequent 
studios have shovn that coronal green lino intensity (A5303) 
from equator ia l wglon of the sun (^ 10°) I s a b e t t e r 
index of the so la r a c t i v i t y (Siapson and .Vang, 1967j Hatton 
e t a l « , 1969 and Pathak and Ja rabha i , 1970). Conparlaon 
with bothzKp md>5303 i n t ens i t y shows tha t the t i«e lag 
between the so la r a c t i v i t y and cosiaic ray i n t e n s i t y i s of 
the order of 1 month .rtiich corresponds t o Xi:^7 A»U« The 
s i s e of the modulating region inferred from the r ad i a l 
densi ty g r id len t toeasurements obtained both froea spacecraft 
irtl ground based d i t a are in f a i r agreement with the above 
est imates of D(Hao, 1972)» 
Varicjus t heo re t i ca l models have been proposed for 
explanation of the eleven ye^r va r i a t ion of ga l ac t i c cosmic 
r-iy i n t e n s i t y . E l l i o t (1960 ani 1962) has proooaed a ^odula-
ticHi roechanlss vhlch i s applicable t o the 11-year va r ia t ion 
as .;^11 as to Forbush decreases . He has sug^jested tha t 
ajtl'illy syr.rrtjtric laraje scale current systems coul i e x i s t a t 
(5-15) so la r r a d i i in the Corona and assuned that i t would 
generate an in te rp lane ta ry f ie ld of 10 ' t o 10 gausa. lie 
has determined that cut-off energy for ga l ac t i c cosmic ray 
p a r t i c l e s i s not sharp because of sca t t e r ing by inhooc^enel-
t l e s in the f ie ld beyond the e a r t h ' s o r b i t . The aitward 
motiwj of the so la r plasma I s assumed to be the source of 
the inhomogeneitles. According t o t h i s model, a outward 
displacement of the in te rp lane ta ry f ie ld due t o a general out 
flow of solar plasma Juring the period of enhanced so la r 
a c t i v i t y would be the production mechanism for the eleven 
year v a r i a t i o n . On the other hand an ^orbush decrease will be 
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pro4uo«4 (lu« f a local pertsurbation of tb« Interplanetary 
field by an eutward fli»w of plnaraa from an active regl&n 
en the sun and %rlth a Halted angular extend. 
Rarker (1958a) suggeatud tiist the Interplanetary aagnetlo 
field fr9Z9ti Into tiie aolar wind will teed to oenvect the 
coamlc ray particles radially outward at the aolar wind reloelty 
and establisboH a i^osltive radial density gradient. Due to 
poslclTO <len4lty i;r«4t«.ent ceynlc ray particles always diffuse 
Intc the aolar syttea throufb Interplanetary aagnotle field 
and attain a steady st^ite /aen the outward conTectlon of 
particles i s balbncdd by luward dirfuttion (Pt.Tker, 1958b, 1963), 
This concept I now known as cemrootlon-dif fusion process» was 
first proposed by Morrison (1956}« In a steady state condition, 
assuming spherical sytsraetry, tbo aodel qualitatively explains 
the oIoTen year solar cy^le variation. 
The COnvootlQC-diffusion theory (Morrison, 1956 and Parker 
1958b} bas been aodified by a Dusiber of workers (Qleeson and 
Axford, 1967, 1963a, I968bj ?isk and Afford, 1963, I969l 
Jeklpil, 19671 Jekipli and Pkrker, 1967t 1968 and Bkairon»1967) 
on the oasis of pioneering work done by Parker (1965 and 1966) 
taking energy losses and adiabatie deceleration into considorao 
tlon. Using the spootrun noasuroaents of protons, heliua and 
electrons i t bas been found that the oonTection*dlffuslon 
theory, with the energy loss-tera included, i s successful in 
explaining the experiaontal observations for particles of 
energy ^100 MeV. The theory has also been successful in 
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prtdictlng the radial density gradient which deptnis upon 
the residual modulation of th« OOSMIC ray intensity. The 
larger the nedulatlon the larger being the denaity gradient, 
provided *D* reoains constant. Conprehensivo reviews are 
available in literature explaining the lateat observations on 
long teres oedulation and their theoretical interpretation 
(Webber, 1967| Oleeson, 1971 and Rao, 1972). 
Since the study of Porbush decreases, 27-day and 11*year 
variations do not fora the inain part of the thesis , the subject 
has only been discussed briefly. 
1*7 AniootroDic (spatial) Variations : 
As the earth spins on i t s axis with a period of 2^^ hours 
(1 solar d!39)t the *asy«ptotic cono of acceptance* of a ground 
based detector corotates with the earth and scans a narrow belt 
in the interplanetary nediua. The anisotropies of galactic 
oosvio radiatlMi in the interplanetary swdiun will be observed 
by a ground based detector as a daily variation of cosmic ray 
intensity. In addition to the ground based detectors, such 
as neutron nonitors and neson telescopes, the daily variatien 
of cosadLo ray intensity have also been studied by low energy 
det<>ctors flown in high altitude balloons, rockets and space 
probes and also by high energy underground detectors. The 
ground based detectors respond to prinary oosolo ray particles 
of energies from~1.5 QoV (limited by the atmosphere) to a few 
hundred doV i . e . the ground based detectors record the anisotro-
pies in interplanetary space in the energy range froa--1.5 OeV 
to a few hundred GoV. 
Occasionally the cossdo ray daily variation has been studied 
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without molTlng It into haraonlos (Rao and oarabhal, 196if) 
aestljr i t s inforaation has boon dorivod froa tbo study of 
dium&l (1st harsionio) and •oidL'-diurnal (?.ni hamonio) 
eoianenents ©btiinod by Fourier analysis. Wo har«onle higher 
than 3rd in eestnio ray noutron nonitor data havo bsen 
reported. 1st haraonic conpon'i>nt has been found aost pro-* 
doninant as co?npared to otb^r components of the daily 
variation. Though thi» oxistftnee of 2nd hamonio eocponont 
have been confirBed nuch earlier (Nicelson and Sarabhal^ 
19^1 Elliot and Dolbear, 1951 aral Rao and Sarabbal, 1961), 
3rd haraonic coaponent has been renorted very recently (Mori 
ot a l , , 1971 and Ahluvalla and Singh, 1973). In this 
section yeirly aTorage characterlritlos of the diurnal, soai-
llurnal and tr l -dlumil variations derived fro* experimental 
data and their theoretical fermilation are discussed. Short 
tens v^rlatlm (c'laracterlotios on the basis of groups of 
days) of diurnal cocr>©rc?nt in ^th chapter and of se«i«>dlurnal 
and trl-dlurreJ componentfi In the 5th chapter have been 
discussed. 
1*7.1 Dlurruil Variatlcn : 
The charict«nstics of tbo aolar diurnal anisotropy fre« 
observations with ground based detectors was first determined 
by Donaan (1957). Later Flao at a l . (1963) developed the 
«4.'ti-jd or v^ri:-ti ;!ial •jo;?r.'ici^ .-ucj Til- acidulating the diurnal 
anistttrupy clmracteristlc^ In sp^ c<^  from ground based obsor-
vatltsns of cosmic ray intensity. Fraa n^ extensive analysis 
of ground biased neutrdn monitor datu cbt&lnsd freii a large 
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nuabtr t f stations during 195^65t Ra« t t a l , (1963) an4 
MeCraekvn and Ha« (1965) baT9 (l«t«rBin«d that th« ysarlj 
averags dlumal Tariatieo otostrvtd at relatlTlstio •n«rgi«8 
(>^1 0«V) can bt •xpr«a3«d by a tptotrun of the typs 
3 £ ^ , A- a^c»« (^-^, ) c o ^ . . . H<ia« (1.13) 
Jj,(R) ^ ^ ^ 
• 0 . . . R>Ry (1.1^) 
Wfiera *ii and §> nre t^ ia msplitu!d« a£)d spaos 4ir«cti«j •!* tb« 
aa«i.iauii ii^pXituttet A^ MUd COSA »ro obe rigidity sp«etruB and 
!,.,»,it !.,^ « ai3.''^ njviKJt! or tj-s ..u,i.":i-^ i .miiMtro-oy. H It rigidity 
In a 7 f y \ l » to$ ««)-iin asyf^t«tlo X%tltud4 9f the .^tatl^ni Bu 
Is tho uppftT uiit »?f rigidity b«y«nd wbloh the diurnal anls*-
iropy u*^& net •xlst»^Jind <^  ^T9 8p<iio« directions oeasurtd 
east of t^ i« sun-sarth iin«. Thsy hav^ suiviaartasd that tns 
yearly average diurnal anls»tr^y nas th* f«il«wlog eharacter-
lat losi 
( i ) rigidity iDd»pondsnt ( / « 0) in the rigidity range 
1-100 OV, 
(II) ¥«ri98 as eesr^ne ef the decllnfitien, 
(III) arepUtudt o'.' th'3 .^niaetrepy A^ ;^  0,38 • O.oajJ Is tlae 
invariant^ and 
(lir) a «t8i.xiau« flux i s lneid«nt fr«»« 89 ^ ^ ^^^ w'wst of the 
iuo-eartb 'line* 
Peaerjintg tsid f>iggal (1971) hav« aiae «nm?^ ayi«edt the yearly 
f.v«r';sg« chimeteristlos s»f tho diurnal anlsetrepy fre« the 
reiiults &f a nu&'^ er €f itJir^atlgacersy thnt ever the range 
fT^m a few OV t9 about 100 OT •f rigidity , z : 
anlsotr«p7 is essentially independent of the rigidity, the 
direction ef the maxinuB amplitude lies within 15* abeut 
90 east of the sun-^arth line and the space anplitude 
Tariei from 0*3^ to 0,5%» 
The yearly mean diurnal amplitude and diurnal phase 
remained practically constant over the solar cycle, except 
for a small decrease in the amplitude during solar minimum 
(IXiggal et al», 1967)* The mean amplitude of the diurnal 
•ariatien of the nucleonio componant in the solar minimum year 
1965 for example was^20^ less than in 1958* The decrease in 
amplitude in 1965 is now understood as due to the reduction 
of the upper cut off rigidity to;:^ 50 QV. It is understood 
that except for the systomatio and significant variation of 
Ry, all ot^er parameters defining the diurnal variation are 
almost canstant throughout the solar cycle* The change of R^ 
has been lnve.;Ligated by a number of workers (Rao et al.,1963} 
Jacklyn and Humble, 1965| ^aoock, 1970j Summer and Thompson, 
1970; Jacklyn et al., 1970; Ahluwalia and Ericksen, 1970 and 
hgr-ivsil et al,t 1972). They have concluded that the upper 
cut off rigidity varies with solar cycle, a lowest value of 
^lfO-50 GV is observed iuring solar minimum and a higher value 
of ^100 G7 during solar maximum. 
"v^r thoT^b tb"? neutron !Bonitor results have not inilcatod 
any long tern changes in the diurnal variation, at least for 
the year 1957-1970, the observations from other detectors(meson 
monitor, underground detectors) responding to higher energies 
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bar® Indioatsi a s igni f lc int Viriatlsn Cr<m year te year 
(Du^sjtil e t aT., 1970b>. ^orbush (19670 1969 and 1973) have 
stu-Jia* the long term changes in the ilurniil variation by 
ttslng th« ion-chaBb«r arv! lesftc i»«niter data ani have shewn 
that the av. rage dium.il variation i s coaposed ef tw« dis t inct 
compenenta *t mii V, Tt\% coraptmtit rl has i t s aaxiaun or 
olniiBUB In thfr diroctlen 128 east of the sun-earth l ine 
(the dlrect l 3n of r.M.F.) and v<irie8 slmiseltfatly with a 
port 4 i o l t y -if 20 years and piisdes thrwigh i t s aere amplitude 
'rfhan the 8«in«j "pola** «iignotlc field i s reversed. The ether 
conponeat V ha-i i t s naziaua along 90^ east of the sun-earth 
li i ie Mild Varies with selar a c t i v i t y , attova a selar cycle 
dep€!nd« noe« Th« spcotrsl nature oiT beth the oe«p«nents seesis 
t© bo uVlki, namely Ih^y ^re energy independ«nt (JXiggal et a l . , 
197CS, 1970>-.), 
Itse ebservee average oiurn&l v-Tlatien has been explained 
f i r s t by T r^unborg and Dattner (19§*»>). tney have suggested 
that the ccrut&tis^'s of galactic oossdc rays with tne sun gives 
r ise te ac lncr«nf4 cosmic ray intsnaity in a Hrect ien 
ep>csite it ILs %»rth*i ^rMtotl astian jin<S a graani basad 
detector vrlll isbserv^ an cxf^sss of casiaic ray flux frca a 
dlr.Tiot*.en vT |3 hwrs l o c i l t l a e , Aftor the diaocvory af 
so l tr v*tn4 j'-id fvxis'il .itrioturo of the l.M.F* (Parker, 1960)» 
AhTarf'AllA iinA i>»iHler (1^62) have Sciggestod that the oorotation 
ef the l,i»f* l ines with chu sun produces an e l ec tr i c f ie ld 
(B « - V XP) mi inc im an e lec tr ic drift (KXB/B )^ wriich causes 
the diurnal variation of coseic ray intens i ty . Tint oedel 
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pr«41ettd that! (1) o«8«io ray partiel«St vbleh takt part 
In e«r»tation and cause diurnal Tarlation have an uppar 
cut-aff r lgUlty (a^^ 100 07), ( U ) tba taurca •f the diurnal 
^rarlatlen %rhich Has in tha plana af tba sun's aquatar i s 
anargy In^apendent ifim Q) and ( i i i ) tba aaplituda af tba 
anlsatrapy i s proportional to tba salar wind Tolacity and tba 
diraetlon of tha anisatrapy i s parpandicular ta tha diraotian 
af I.M*F« Conparisans batwaen tba axparinentally absorvad 
ebaraoteristics and abora prediotions sbav that tba observed 
time of naximia along 1800 hours direction (Hao at a l . , 1963 
and BerceTitc^,1963} and the lack af any oorrelatian of 
as^lltude with solar wind •eloeity (Sr^der at al»t 1963) are 
not in agreeoont* 
kt the SasNi tine St era (19^) pointed out that t iso 
Independent iragnetic field < ^ ^ 0) can not produce a diurnal 
anisotropy in the solar systen. In a highly oanducting plasva 
an electric field B • «7XB can exist* ?or a sagnetic field 
which i s axisynMtrio around the axispXE « - | | ^^  0, the 
electric field ^11 be conservative. According to Uouvlllo's 
theoren, the cossde ray density i s preserved in any oanservativo 
systoat (Lsaaitre and Vallarta, 1933| Fend, and aossl , 1933 
and Swann« 1933)* thus i f the cosnie ray intensity i s saao in 
a l l directions at any point outside the solar aystea than i t 
must bo so at any accessible point inside the solar systea. 
According to Stem, in a tiae independent mgnetic field the 
streaalng produced by the density gradient normal to the sun*s 
equatorial plane, established by the electric field B • -> VXB, 
i s exactly cancelled by streaming produced by the electric drift. 
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LaUr F^ ipker (196^ *) and Aitfor* (196?) suggestai that 
the I.M.F. Is not ti»« itrrariant (5B/^t# 0 ) . P&rtcer p»lnt«« 
•ut that Z.H*P« contains a large niwber of small scalo irro-
gularitlss which RVH c^fiTectad out Jil©ng with ths solar win*. 
Dus to scattering tif cosnio THJ parttclefl by thea«» lrregulariti«s 
a aajor portion of the porpendioular density gradient establishod 
by th« eloctrio fiold is wlpod off without cancelling the 
streandng produced by the electric drift* proposed by Ahluvalla 
and Desslor* Tha result will be a net streaating of costtlc ray 
9tarticl4S ifi 'cKa intarplanetary oiedlum* Paz^er considered the 
presence ^f tujigmxlc field Irre/ruUrlties beyond the orbit of 
the '?arth, •»/silt ATfcrd %*."?«nEft; thi ^xi^c^nce -if scattering 
centres throughout the intarpliinet^ry aediuit. Both the models 
predict that the cosmic ray particles undergo a rigid corota-
tien with the sun and give rise to a not streaming in the asi* 
•athal dlreotlen and preducf^ s the diurnal variation of cosmic 
ny intensity in the interr^lanetary Rediun with the follcvdng 
asddoptionss 
(1) Ibe diffoaion perpendicular to the magnetic field i s 
negligiblet 
(11) Denoity «fr'i4ij?rt j>erperjdlc:lar to the ecl iptic plane 
i s 2ero« 
(111) There i s no net radial streaning of cosmic ray particles 
in the 30l»r syaten i . e . sun i s neither a source nor a 
sink o? cosmic rays* 
The ataplitude of the anlsetropy produced by the rigid 
corotation of cosmic ray particles at any distance *r' from 
the sun i s ^ivcr. by (Cofiptonr^  and Octtlng, 1935) 
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^ (r) « 3C ?(r)A (1,15) 
wher« ?(r) Is tb« Tel^olty of tb« rlgi< o«rotati«n mf th* 
spiral nafnetlo flvld with the tun and • Is the partlels 
•ftloolty ani C Is related to the ConptOTi -Getting faot«r* At 
the erblt sf the earth ( Y ^ U 0 ) , V U ) • ^co ' ^ ^ * **^ K^/MO 
and the aapUtude ef the dlumaX er oerotatlsnal anls«tr«qpj 
Is glTen by 
For relatlTlstle particles sf energy ^ lOe? (vcovelsclty ef 
l ight) and fer selar •Inlaini period t>te oorottttlonaX anlsotropy 
Is of ^0.6j(« The theory olso predicts an energy Independent 
anlsotropy at relatlvlst lo energies and a tlaio of saxlausi 
around 18OO hours local tlao l .e« along 90 east of the sun* 
earth lino* 
The tboorotloally predicted and oxperlsientaXly observed 
characteristics of the oTorago diurnal variation are In good 
agreoBMnt except that the obserred ae^Utudo (-0«^) Is loss 
than the theoretically predicted value^0*6^ (Rao et a l . t 1963| 
ffoCracKen and Haoy 1965)* The dlsoropaney In the observed and 
predicted amplitude Is attributed to a finite diffusion perpen-
dicular to the I*H.F« ef oosalc ray particles (Parker, 1967$ 
Joklpli and Paricer, 1967) at the ort>lt of the earth. 
Troa an analysis of the Deep Hlver neutron aonltor data, 
•ubraaanlan (1971o} has suggested thiit the observed value of 
the asipUtudo can be explained without assuolng a finite 
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traosrerst dlffasi#n cf rclatlvlst lo o«s«lo raj partlolaa 
near tha arblt af the aartb i f dua allavaBca la «a4e far 
the follavirg alnar cueulatlTa affacta af aztratarrastrial 
arigini 
(1) Variable axpanent ef tha tflffarantlal energy speotrm 
of the prlaarles ranging frc« 1.5 ta 2.^ far tha nedulate 
part of the spaotraa oarreapamllng te partlclaa af 
anerglea 2 ta 15 0«y» 
(11) Hy^90 GV ani 
(111) nontallzlng tha Tarlatlenal caeffldeota by oansldarlng 
a algnlfloant contribution fron partlclaa of rigidity 
~5000V. 
After aaklng allev&noea far the abora affects« Subrasanlan has 
shovm that during aalar aaidjiua the observed average dlumal 
aaplltude Is In good agreenant wltb the thearetleally predicted 
aesplltude and to explain the ebsertred reduction in anpXltude 
the essuvptlon af a significant transverse dlfftislen at rela-
t l r i s t l o energies near the ort}lt of the earth Is nat necessary. 
Gleeson (1969) and Peraan and Glee son (1970 and 1975) 
hcv* calculated thoaretloally the oosale ray dlumal anlsatrapy 
In the ecl iptic plane after considering the following effect*t 
(1) The convoctlon of partlcloi radially away fraa tha sun. 
(11) The diffusion of particles parallel to the nagnetlo field, 
( i l l ) Ttm diffusion of particles perpendicular to the wtgnotle 
f ield. 
(Iv) Strett^ idLng produced by the density gradient perpendicular 
to thf"* ecl iptic plane. 
The anlsotr«py ^ in the ecliptic plane Is given by (Fterman 
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vber* 0 l i th« e««ttlo ray dentitjr gradient T«otor having 
e»ap*ntnt« 0,^  ani 0^ in th« eoUptio plane ani Q^  
p«rp«n4ioalar t« th« aoliptie plmne a« that the eoliptie 
ooapenent 0 ^ » (0"^ ; • o j )* an< 0 « ( 0 ^ • Op )^*f Ky, 
and K^ arc the 41ffasten ceefflelents parallel and perpendicular 
te B » B la the ecliptic ceapenent of the eagoetie field 
B CB^ « Bj~ •By )« Ky i s an effective transverse diffusies 
ceeffloient andi v i s tbo sps^d 9f the eesnlc ray particles* 
On thn right hand side of equatien 1«17f the first tera rep-
resents the a£5twoetlve oawpen^ e^ nt ^^a 3C Vg/v » 0«^ j< (Kanst 
197^ )^t 'iirtatdd radially outward fran the sun (V, i s t ie selar 
Mrinu vdleoity). Xhe seoaad and third tems represent diffusien 
l^arallel and perpendicular te the ecliptic owpenent t^ f the 
intarplaietasy oagnetio field* line ferth tern represents 
transverse diffusicMi, due te density gradient perpendicular 
to the ecl iptic plane* n^d consists of tve oo'^penents in the 
ecl iptic plane viz.CGp* 3^^^)psrpendicular te Bj^ andCO^.B,) 
perpendicular te O.^ * The coret »tion nechanisa of I^rker 
and Arford neglects the last two teras in the abeve equatien. 
feurier analysis ef the yearly average dally intensity 
yields a signifleant seal-diurnal vuriatien in additien te 
diurnal variation* Hae and aarabhal (1961) have previJed 
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a roatenabl* erlittnoe for th« •xlst^nee of a slgnlflount 
soni-dlurnal coasponont of extraterrestrial origin froa a 
ootBparlson of the obaervei •ariatlon in the oast and vest 
pointiDi telescopes inollned at the sane angle to <ienith« 
RoveT*r» due tt> the presenoe of large asplitude of sotti-diurnal 
pressure %nave, which can introduce a pressure Induced variation 
and the poor s tat i s t ica l accuracy due to the lev counting rate 
of the etonitors (Rao and Sarabhai, 1961 and Ahluwalia» 1962)t 
the existence of seed-diurnal variation of cosnlo rays could 
not be flraly established* ^ith the availability of the daU 
fro« super neutron EMmitors having h i ^ s tat is t ical significance» 
Abies et al« (1965) conclusively showed the existence of the 
soBi»diurnal component of solar daily variation of world-wide 
nature* 
The characteristics of the soisl-dlumal variation have 
been determined by a number of workers (ables et a l . , 1965| 
Patel et a l . , 1963} Lietti and tuenby» 1963t Rao and Agrawal» 
1970 and Agraval, 1973>• The detailed characteristics of 
the semi-diurnal anisotropy on an average basis are suaoarisod 
as follows (Hao and Agrawali 1970 and Agrawalf 1973)t 
(1) The average arnplitude of the anlsotrepy in space 
in rigidity range 1-200 av is-^0.11 ^0.02^ with i t s 
time of Ba:d.tBuo along^03 hour direction» essentially 
perpendicular to the direction of average X.M«F«t 
(11) Both the ph«ise and amplitude of the anisotropy are 
time invariant within the stat is t ical accuracy» 
( i l l ) The anisotropy i s rigidity dependent with a positive 
spectral exponentfy3^ 1*0 ±, 0*29 
( I T ) the anlsetropy haa a Ces .^ dei>en«lenoe« 
(•) The beet eholee ef the upper out eff rigidity• beyeni 
which the aniaetrepy dees net e3d.stv nay be Ry-^ IOO 0V« 
th9 exlatlng tsodiels fer the explanatien ef the seisi-diurrml 
anlsetrepy preductlon e^chanisn are 'density gradient medel* 
(Oubraeanian and 3arabhai« 1967 ^n^ ^^ uenby and ULetti» 1963} 
and *plteh angle distribution nedel* (Sarabhai et al«» 1965t 
Nagasbima et a l . , 1972af 1972b and Barnden, 1972). 
Beth 3ubraffittniari and ^arat^ai (1967) and ,uenby and 
Lietti (196^) hatre independently suggested that the second 
hamonic eoraponent of the oesnio ray daily variation can be 
due to a synnetrleal latitudinal cossio ray particle density 
gradient in the plane perpendicular to the plane of ec l ipt ic . 
According to >^uenby and ULetti (1968), the perpendicular 
gradient of COSIBIC ray flux i s a consequence of the randon 
scattering ef particles by scattering centres superimposed 
on the quiet time arohinedean spiral configuration of the 
l*n»9. On the other hand Subraaanian and Sarabhai (1967) infer 
the perpendicular density gradient from A 5303 index neasureaents» 
based ©n their firidlng of the inverse relationship betweenA5303 
green coronal line and the cossdc ray intensity. ?or a given 
cesnie ray density dlstributien, both the theories predict 
practically the s me results . 
If we assurae an archioedean spiral configuration for 
the I.M.P.9 i t i s evident that the particles arriving along 
the sun*8 polar field lines suffer oaicb loss nodulationi since 
th«]r diffus* along mlawtt straight f l« l i lln«tt M c«aipar«i 
t* those arrlTlQg In th« •cl ipt lo plana slnea tfoey ara farced 
ta follav sany spiral leaps, thus glTlng rise te a oesmlc 
ray Jjnslty gradient with i t s intensity increasing away fraa 
the plane ef eoliptlo* Vie%ftng aleng the I.M.F* lines ef 
ferce ! • • • aleng gardenhese directl«n (U5^ er 135*W ef the 
sun earth line)t ^^ earth baaed deteoter records cesnio ray 
flux charaoteristios ef sun*s equatorial plane. Viewing in 
a direction perpendicular te the I«M*F*, the detector samples 
particles ar lying fron higher heliolatitudest the heliolatitudes 
corresponding to the gyroradius of the particle under considera-
tion. Thus the higher the energy the higher the heliolatitude 
of sa'^ling by a detector. Duo to spinning of the earth, an 
earth baaed detector sanples cos«ic ray intensity twice along 
and twice perpendicular to the I.M.?. direction in the cwarso 
of a day. Consequently, the positive gradient of coswic ray 
density with the increase in heliolatitudes gives rise te a 
soBi-dlurnal eosponent of the cosnlc ray dally variation. The 
density gradient Bwdel predicts the following characteristics 
of the soid-dlurnal anisotropyt 
(1) has a rigidity dependence of the fona H**" ", 
(11) has an asymptotic latitude dependence of the fora COS^A I 
( i l l ) has a aaidiBUB flux in a direction perpendicular to the 
l^VlmF, and 
( iv) i t i s indepet^ent ef the I.M.f. direction i . e . whether 
the aagnetie field i s away from the sun or towards the 
sun. 
the presence of the oosid.o ray density gradient perpendicular 
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t* th« solar •qiiat«rlftl plaiM can ba lnfarra4 fraa tba abtarraA 
lang tar» changat in tba oasnie ray Intanslty 4ua ta tba aartb*s 
•atian arauni tba tiafi* wbiob obangaa Ita paattlan by x 7*25^ 
wltb raapaot td auii*t aquatarlal plana In tba oaursa af ana 
yaar (Subraaanlany 1971b)* Subraaanlan (1971b) has infarradi 
tbat tbaugb tba rlgKity apaotrun ani asysptatlo latituda 
4apandlenea ara in agraamant wltb tba nazals af Subraaanlan ani 
^arabbai ar Quanby and Ilatti* tba distribution of oasnio ray 
intansity in tbo ranga af balialatitudas i; 7*2^* at tha arblt 
•f tha aartb, abtaina4 using data f^a tba Ottawa nautran 
aaeitar is faund ta ba insuffioiant ta axplain tba ^sanrad 
aaplituda af tba yaarly avaraga saai-diurnal variatiao. 
Sarabbai at al* (1965) bava suggastad tbat tha saKi-diurnal 
anisatrapy vauld raault aaraly fra« tba *pitob angla distributian• 
af the oasaio ray partidas in tba I.M*7* Kag&shisa at al«(1972a 
and 1972b) analytically daterainad tba 3-diaantianal oasKte ray 
anisatrapy Tactors in tba intarplanatary spaoa and Bartidan(1972) 
tbaaratioally oaloulatad tba oount rata variatlan in an aartb 
basad dataotar by tba *arigin af soattar* tacbniqust batb faund 
that tha obsarratiena ara in faraur af tba pitch angla distrlbu-
tioQ nadal f«r tha praduotian 9t tha aanl*diurr»l Ardaatrapy. 
Iba prasantly availabla axparicontal absarvatians ara 
nat yat oapabla af daoiding batwaan tha dansity gradient »adal 
ar pitch angla distributian aadal* 
U7«3 Y|l»dlurpal Variatiani 
Marl at al« (1971) bava rapartad tha dlseavery af tha tri» 
diurnal Tariation in tha nautran aanitar data by parfanaing 
harmanie analysis and alsa pmv^r apactruK analysis af tba nautran 
••nltsr 4ata •btalD«4 at 0««p Biver cvar tht aigbt yaar 
p«rlad 1962-»69« Tli«7 bare 4«tarBiln«i that tha avaraga anplltuda 
la 0*013^ ani tha pbaaa 6*3 baur (UT.) arar tbaaa tlaa intenrala. 
Sxtratarraatrial an4 varlA«-wlda oatura af tba trl-4iurnal Taria-
tian have baen eonfimed by Abluvalla &ni Singh (1973) an4 Ahluwallc 
(1975)* Tbalr results say ba aunoariaad as fallavat 
(1) Tha aa^lltuta af tba trl-4iurnal rarlation as 4etan8lna4 
In tha data ef MUtron nonltara and ground based and under-
greund eaaan telascapes far the perlad 1965-72 l i e s in the 
range fre« 0.00^1 ± 0.0017 te 0*027^ ^ 0.0039» 
(11) The annual neao aoplitude ef the trl-diurnal varlatlen 
Tarles frcMi jear to year and clearly ahevs a solar oyole 
dependenee. Xt Is conspicuously absent during the solar 
BlnlHUfi year of 1965t I t Is large during tbe aseednlng 
(1966-67) &rj^  a part ef the declining (1971-72) phases 
and Is snail at the plateau (196t-70) of the solar activity 
cycle najdauB* 
(111) At low and niddllo latitude stations a stat ist ical ly 
slgnlfLcant trl-dlurnal rariatlon exists apart froa tbe 
well knovn diurnal and senl-dlumal •ariations. At polar 
stations only tbe diurnal varlatlen i s statidtloally 
slgrincant* The absence of tbe tri-diurnal variation at 
tbe polar stations indicates that the aoplitude of tbe 
trl-diurnal vairiation exhibits a latitude dependence vhlch 
Is perhaps steeper than tbat indicated by diurnal varletion. 
'^be fern ef the variational spectrusi s t i l l renalns to bo 
discovered* 
(Iv) Trl-dlumal variation i s observed with detectors having 
out»«ff riglAltiet in the rang* tt^m 10V t« ab»ut 10 OT 
(their mean prlaary rigl41ti«« mf r««p«nM 11« in tb« rang* 
•f lereral gig* T9ltt to about 100 0T)« Tbla faet iaplioi 
that secbaniSB lnvolv«4 Influanooa a very braaA rang* of 
tba priitary spootma* 
To oxplaln phyaioally tho oxlattnoo of tbo oolar trl* 
Aiumal variation in ooaado rayat FUJii et al* (1971) haTO 
putrorvard *Loss oono aodel*. Tho ao^ol is an oxtenoion of 
tbo 'vvirtual Sink" id«a putforvari bsr Subraoanian an4 Sarabbai 
(1967)t who usod it to oxplaln the oxlsteneo of tbo aoal* 
dl»ire»I tr^ iTlation in oooalo rayo* Tbo obaonroi rooulto of tbo 
tri*4iiuroal Tariation oan also bo un<oratoo6 letorss of tho 
dlffuslon»oonifeetlon theory preposo4 by Barnilon (1973)* 
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2.1 Noutron F o n l t o n 
\ neutron Monitor in a aoobinatlon of loca l neutron 
producer, neutron det«»ctor and r e f l e c t o r . The Inten.^ity of 
nucleonic comonent 'yf aecondary co«mic rays , both at sea 
and mount iln l e v e l s , la measured by neutron monitor by weans 
of loca l neutrons oroduced in c o l l i s i o n s with nuclei of 
l oca l neutron "producer (Siraoaon e t al«,1')53)» l^'^i i s used 
as l o c i l neutrcwj producer and pro ior t lona l counters with 
neutron sens i t ive mat?»rlal are used as neutr^w de t ec to r . 
Lead blocVs, su f f ic ien t ly th ick , ire pljiced -tnund the 
counters . The producer counter aaseobly i s surrounded by a 
r e f l e c t o r , containing a high perc'»ntage of pro tons . The 
r e f l ec to r acts as aca t t e r e r for unwjinted low energy neutrons, 
produced in the atrnosphere and in mater ia ls close to neutron 
monitor usserably. 
A high energy i r^ lden t s^'Cindiry nucleon, in u neutron 
raonitor, i n t e r a c t s with lead and produces a large nun'^er of 
•Yapor^tion neutr n s , the number being prooort ional t o the 
'•nergy of the incident i n t e r ac t ing p a r t i c l e . Typically a 
p-irent secondary nucleon of energy of~200-3^^0 HeV produces 
on an average 10 evaporation neutrons of energy of _^  1 MeV. 
The evaporation neutrons produced are decelerated due to 
c o l l i s i o n s in moderator and ijive r i s e to slow or thermal 





















Material pr«stnt In tb9 o*unt9r« The thermal rMutr^ntt 
oapturetf, givt rl3« pula«fl ef ab«ut •?!• o l l l i -v^l t In tbe 
•ut*put •f th« 09unt«ri whloh ar« suitably ataplifl«4« i i s * 
erl. ^-^4 Tvm tb« r«latlT«ljr svall puXaet pvi\iQ94. by ma^nt, 
•l^etrent an4 ganaa raya paislng tbrvugb tha o*unter an4 tban 
•oal«4 4«vn vith tb« help •f an •laotranio aoalar an4 ragla* 
ttfi^ei by ^ ta«ch£nlC£l r«e«r<«r« At tb« antf af aaob an* b«%ur 
intanral» tba aocuaulata4 oaunta rata la pbatagrapfaai a»4 
baurly iata ara prasanratf an a phatagraphlo flla* 
2.2 DaacrlPtlan af WmArmn M»nltar Aaaart»ly at Alltart (India) i 
Soala 4i«vlnga mC tba 4aalgn an4 aaaaiibly af 12 oauntara 
nautran aanltar Inatallad at Allgarb (Znila) ara sbawn In 
Plguraf 2*1 an4 2.2» Frapartlanal oauntara wltb a Alaaatar 
af 2 Inobat (autar 41a«atar « 50.8 • 0,2 HI ani Innar dlaaatar 
at k9,2 ;j; 0*2 ••}« an aetlTa langth af 36 Inebat (859 ± 1 m ) 
ami flllai^BF} gaa ( a eautran sanaltlra oatarlaDt anrleba4 
ta 90% B(10), at 60 ea af Hg preaaura ara usai ta iataot 
laoally praiuea4 nautrana* Tba nautran 4ataetlan, In AatalX^ 
wauX< ba 41souaaa< In aaotlan 2*hm Araund aaob eauntar tbara 
la an *lnnar aaiaratar*, tba fUnctlan af wbleb la ta alav 
4avn •T nadarata tba laoally pratfucai nautrans ta tbaraal 
•rmrg%*9 ta faclUtata tbalr capture In BP3 gaa* Surraunilng 
the Inner aaieratar la a *pra4uoer* In vbleb laoal nautrana 
ara pradueai (Tba laoal neutran praduotlan vauX4 ba dlaoussa< 
In next acotlan). Tbla In turn, la anolasaA by a 'refleeter % 
tbe funotlen ef wbleb la te abserb ani aoatter unwanted law 
•ntrgy n«utr»nt pr«4uocd in tba atB»tpb«rt an4 in nit«rlftXfl 
ol«9« t« tb« MutiHin BMinlt^r asacably. 
Lta4 M pr*«ue«r an« panffin aa innar waiaratar an4 
raflaotar ara aaa4. Tha paraffin innar «a4aratar tfoloknaas, 
batwaan praAuoar ani oauntart tba laa4 praAuear thioknaaa and 
tha paraffin raflaotar thioknaaat uaai by ua* ara thaaa 
apaelfiai by Slapian (1957) far atanAar* XQT nautran «anltar 
ani Initially 4ataraina4 by Sla^aan at al« (1953)* Iba 
Aligarh nautran aanltar and JOil nautran aanltar ara alallar 
In aaat raapaota and hara oaaparabla raapanaaa ta tharmal 
nautrana. 
2*3 Laoal Bautran Pradiuotie!) by Nuclaana af 
Saoaadarf Caaula Raya: 
Tha nuelaan-miclaaa Intaraotlan la fauni ta Aavalap In 
twa ata(aa* In tba flrat 'oaaoada phaaa* tba plana and tha 
knaok*an nuclaana ara awlttad with a braad anargy apaotrm 
(20 MaY ta $00 Ma?) with an angular ilatrlbutlan paakad alang 
tha tflraotlan af aatlan af tba Ineldant mxolaao* Tha raaidual 
nuclaua at tha and af tha flrat i^aaa la laft in an axoltad 
atata* Purthar aalailan af particlaa fra« thla stata af tha 
nuclaua takaa ralatlTaly alawly In oanparlalan ta particlaa 
praduoad In flrit phaaa* Kalaalan af particlaa during 'da-
axoltatian* af tba nuclaua la alollar ta tba oaallng dawn 
af a liquid drap by praoasa af araparatlan* During tha 
aaoand (da*axcltatlan* •r avaparatlan phaaa» avaparatlan 
nautrana ara praducad with a braad and axpanantial anargy 
apaotrua (particlaa af klnatic energy <20 M«V)» 
In a calllalan af aacandary nuelaan with a laad nuclaua, 
araparatian nautrana af anargy af r-i MaV ara ardlnarily 
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pr«4uo«4* 3htn (19^) baa sh«vn tb««r«tle«1l7 ant Hugb«t 
ft al« (196U-) hat sh*wn •xp^rlMntally that th« pr*<luotl»n 
• f «Tap«ratl«n MUtrent inor«a9«s with the vrwrgy ef th« 
lnel4«nt particle ami ala« vlth the Increase ef the pretfuoev^  
thlekoete. 
2«^ PftfQU»r^ •f l^%Xkr PrNVI<?f^  S f ^ ^ M t 
The neutrens eeuli net be <eteote4 like charged partl-
clef hj tlnq^le oeunter technique* The preperty* that the 
fieutrene are capable «»f InAttciag a Tarlety ef react lens in 
which ene er Biere charged particles are preduced Is helpful 
fer their deteotlen* The fellewing neatren Induced reaotleos 
oa/ be used te Measure neutren fluxes 
B^^ • B -> U.^  • He** • 2,78 Ke7,(3830 barns) (2.1) 
U^ f 0 -^ H^  • B e 4 ^.63 MeV«(3860 barns) (2*2) 
u235 .^ n _^ Flaslen (5^9 bams) (2.3) 
The theraal nvutren cress»seotlens ( c r ^ ) are alse asntlened 
infrent ef each reactlen. Reactlen 2.1 is widely used te 
•easure ther«al neutren fluxes* 
The eress-seotlen ef reactlen 2.1 is inversely preper-
tlenal te the Teleolty 7 ef the captured neutren (o~dclA) 
and is feund te be ef'^3d30 barns fer tberaal neutrens ef 
energies (1A0 eT). Bet he (1950) studied the reactlen 2.1 
in detail and shewed that the remotleo can (^e Inte twe 
pessible wayst 
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u7 • H«** • 2.316 IteV (2A) 10 _ ^ 
^ u7 * H**^  • 2.795 M«V (2.5) B • n « j^ 
wh«r« LL'^  i t an excited at at* ef lithiua nucleus vdth an 
exott*tl*n energy (O.W79 i 0.302) Me?. Aocerilng t* stebler 
7 
• t a l . (19J«9)f 92jt «f the reactlens gm Inte 2.»f in which U 
nucleue i s left in an excitei state ef energy ef^O^lfS Me? 
anj the remaining 2.316 MeV energy i s tharerf between 11' 
and He^ nuclei in the fer« ef kinetic energy. In the renain-
7 
ing 9JL ef the reactiena^ which ge inte 2.5* U nucleus i s 
7 If 
left in the greund state and 11'^  and Re nuclei have a tetal 
7 * kinetic energy ef ^2.795 «•?• ^ « ^ nucleus oay give a 
ganmi ray pheten by i t s transitien inte greund state. This 
pheten, inturnt n&f preduce beta rays either by phete electric 
effect er eespton effect. Te distinguished the bigger alpha 
pulses fren such smaller beta pulses»the oeunter i s eperated 
in prepertienal regien* 
Beren can be used either as a oeating en the Cd^ thede er 
as a suitable g^s in tht oeunter. Beren dees net f^m te« 
•any gaseeus conpeun^s. Beren ^.riflueride (lif^)^ hewever, i s 
the seat suitable gaseeus oenpeund ef beren knewn. Ce«!Mroial 
beren triflueride i s oempesed ef a KLxer ef the Isetepe B 
and B , 18.89( ef the f jmer and 81«2^ ef the latter . Beactien 
2.1 respends only tm the B^ ^ isetepe and the B iso*tepe perferas 
ne useful funotlen* Therefere, prepertional ceint^rs filled 
with beren triflueride gas enriched in B^^  isetepe te nere tt 
90% are used te moa»u*»e thermal rj^ i't»Min flu'ie^. 
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2.5 Bfflci«ncy • f a BF3 Pr»p»rti«nal C»untTi 
Efficiency mt a BF^  proportional c»unttr nay b« i«fin«i 
as tha ratla af nu«b«r »f caunts ^•r unit •aluma af tba cauntar 
(ohfc; .^«r; par secan4 t© tha iansity af tha nautrans inoidant 
par aacari*. Accarding ta Karff (19M )^t affieiancy (e) af a 
BFj prapartianal oauntar axpasad ta thamal nautrana i s givan 
toy, 
€« 1 - Ixp (- Up. o-^h**) (2.6) 
•r ^u Up. f^th'* ('^•7) 
v/bara L ia Ijascheiitft nuir.ber e;usl to 2,7 X 10^^, p i s tha 
pressure af BF^  gas in &tnj«sphei.ea, cntb i s tba crass saetian 
fcr thermal nautrans in o»^ i^r raiicti^n 2.1 un4 4 i s average 
path length in cm Tar neutrons passing through the oeunter» 
usuully tui'.en equal t» diasstsr frf the caunter far cylindrical 
geaaati^. 
It fellews frao equatibn ?•? th*t gri»«t«r efficiency i s 
secured ftt high pressure ef BF^ g&s. '^ n increase in pressure 
alsa increases the> bata ray "tul&as in height ani at h i ^ 
pressures the ^iscrlM.ni.tien between ^iaintegraitien alphas 
and biggest betas becantes inpessible. Tharefare« the actual 
pressure ef the gas i s ietendned by the fellawing 
cansideratiaosi 
( i ) A lever limit te the pressure i s set-up by the requireeent 
that alpha particles shauld spend aleiast a l l their energy 
in the gas valuine ef th4 chamber (active regien ef the 
ceunter), sa th«it an efficient discrimimtian between the 
disintegratien alphas and biggest betas may be pessible. 
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(11) the upp«r limit t» the preaaupt i s sttup by th* lapurlty 
faot«r vhleh increases with pr«aaur«* 
F«r tb« BF3 prep^rtional esunters U8«d in tb« Aligarh 
n«utr»ii ••nltsPt thd theoretical •fflclency f«r tberaal n«utr*ni 
la oaIculat«4 aa f«ll«tf8i 
vif« b a T « , 
^« L.p, ^tb'* 
a 2,7 X 10^'x(60/76)X3S30X10"^5 
« ^ ^ apprexlBiataly, 
Tbla upper limit, theoretlcully, la nat achieve* practically, 
2*6 Data Recer4ina Syatea^t 
A pile ef the neutren menlter cenalata ef 12 BF3 eeuntera. 
The aize ef the alpha ^ulsea iue te thermal neutrena oapturei 
In BF3 gaa ef the prepertienal eeuntera, *re in «illl-T«>lt 
range* Befere aoullng thea fer c.schknio«Ll rdglatrHtl«»n, theae 
pulaea are firat amplified by a linear ^"<.plifi«r. In »r€er te 
place the linear ansplifier at a oenaiierable iiatanoe fren the 
neutren Merdter pi le , pre-ag^llfiers kre used* At the hec;! ef 
each ceunter u pre-aeapiirier lA plucod* Ihe isain fuuctie^n ef 
a pre-aspllfl«r la to raise ibti pevcr level ef the alpha pulaea* 
A bleek iiagran ef the (iata raceriing syatess C'f the neulr^ n^ 
neniter at vHj£*»rh i s yhewn la ?iburc 2*3« ^^^ eutput lYea 12 
eeuntera la 4ivi4«A into ttiie sections A &n^  B, eucb cent:iining 
alz eeuntera* l^ aob setstien *3 u&seciated ;lth i t s e.^ n iniiepen-
dent electreiticr circuiU* 
Output er twe ccfUiitara, in eaob aeoti»n, la oerineolei te 
input ef a pre-anplifier ^a^ output ef thrsi pre-anpliflera la 
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tb«n c*nneot9i t« Input mt a pulse mixsr unit. Th« pula« 
mixer unit glvea enly ene eutput pulse ^en one ^r Bare ef 
the pre-ampllflers ire supplying pulses te the input ef the 
pulse mixer. The eutput ef the pulse mixer is then suitably 
amplified by a linear amplifier. The eutput ef the linear 
amplifier is fed te a pulse dlscriminater unit| vHiich will 
reject the small pulses pre4uce4 by ether secondary particles 
(such as muens* electrons and gamma rays) mn4 due te reoeiling 
ef lithium nuclei. The genuine alpha pulses are then scaled 
devn with the help ef a scaler and registered by a mechanical 
reoerder. At the end ef each ene heur interral* the accumulated 
ceunts rate are phetegraphed and finally, heurly data are 
preserved en a 35 mm film by a phetegraphic recording system. 
All the electronic circuits (shovn in Figure 2.3) except 
linear amplifiers are deslgnedi for minimum background ar^ 
electrical pick*up| and fabricated in the cosmic ray l<Aboratoryt 
department ef physics, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh 
under the superrision ef Or. H.3, Yadav. The linear amplifier 
is purchased from "Sleotrenic C Tooration of India Limited, 
Hyderabad, India**. Dry batteries are used to supply high 
voltages to the BFj proportional counters. The high voltage 
unit covers a range upte 2500 volts. All connectors, wbiob 
c^rry high voltages, are made ef *Teflen* insulator in order 
to avoid spurious counts during periods of high relative 
humidity. 
The circuit diagrams ef pre*anplifler (1^), pulse mixer, 
discriminator, scaler (circuit of a binary is only shovn, 
eight binaries are connected in cascade to form a scaler ef 
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MONITOR. 
scaling factors i6,6lf,128 and 256) ani nechanical r9c*rd«r 
<rlTlng unit are 3h«wn, re3p9Ctlv«ly, in Figures frso 2.U> 
t» 2,8• Ph»t»graphic recording system i s shewn in Figure 
2.9» Figure 2.10, which i s a phete cepy tiken by the* s^ete* 
graphic recerding system, shews time, iate and heurly 
aocunulatei ceunts rate* 
A oenparisien ef oeunting r^te frets twe sectiens ef the 
eeunters presides an imniediate check en the perfert&anoe ef 
the data recerding systen. The ratle ef the oeunting rates 
fretD beth sectiens, even theugh the neutren aeniter intensity 
undergees a change preduoed by the cesnio rays, sheuld be 
censtant* 
Bareoetrio pressure and atmespherlo tes^erature, at the 
statieni are centlnueusly reeerded by means ef standard Barogra-
ph and Theraegraph, respectively* The baregraph recerds 
ataespberio pressure changes within the range ef 100 nb, frea 
950 sib te 1050 wb. The therfMgrapii recerds air tesperature 
changes, ranging fre« •25*C te • 55*C accurate te ± 1*0* 
2,7 Hespeose ef Neutron !^onito- to 
Snercy Soeotrua ef l^ rismry Cesnie Rayst 
The equations fer calculating the differential and integral 
response ef neutren merdters te priaary oesoic rays aay be 
written as 
-^Rjj,x,t) - % 5jR,x). D^(H,t) (2.8) 
H (Rc,Xtt) - 5 JS^(a,x) Dj|(R,t) dR (2.9) 
where dl/dR (Ro,x,t) is differs tial and M (R^,x,t) is 
integral counting rate of neutren noniter located at an 
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atmospheric depth x (g X cm"^) at tioe t and at a vertical 
cut-off rigidity He (GV), % (R,t) [dJ^ (R,t)/dR] is the 
differential primary rigidity spectrum for the component of 
charge z and Sg (H,x) is the specific yield function for the 
charge component 2 at rigidity H and atmospheric depth x. 
Knowledge of the response curves cf a detector enables one to 
relate variationi recorded in counting rate of the detector 
to the variations of primary cosnie ray intensity. 
The integral response curve obtained by latitude survey 
with a Shipborne neutron monitor (Sandstrbm et al., 1963), 
which is shown in Figure 2,11, illustrates the variation of 
sea level nucleon component intensity with threshold rigidity. 
The differential response curve for the neutron monitor, 
computed by Webber and ^uenby (1959)» are shown in Figure 
2•12. These response curves are the consequences of what is 
as 'latitude effect•• 
The striking feature of the Integral response curve is 
the plateau region at the low threshold rigidity and the 
latitude kneo» The plateau and the latitude knee cr© thought 
to be produced by the atmospheric attenuation. The inaximum 
of the differential response curve marks the rigidity below 
which the atmospheric attenuation dominates. The atmospheric 
attenuation originates from ionization losses and multiple 
particle production. The minimum ionization loss of a proton 
is 1.5 MeV/gxcm *. Thus a minimum multiplicity of only two 
is needed to explain the extension of the plaiieau towards 
high energies. 
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The response curves show th\t noraally sea level neutron 
conitor will record secondaries frcii primary cosialc radiations 
o? r l g l l i t l e a froir. 3 >V to 30 GV. 
2.8 zenith aigle De^^aridsnc^ of a TIeutroo Monltort 
The relat ive contribution of the second try nucleon Incident 
at a zenith angle varying between 0 j^ nd 0 • d6 to the counting 
rate of a detector l3 ;|lven by 
n(e) dOoc j(9), 3(e), jin e. de <?.io) 
where J<0) la the zenith angle distribution of the nucleonlc 
coBponent and 3(9) is the sensitivity of the detector to this 
component* 3(9) Is found to be approximately a constant 
Indicating that the neutron acnltor essentially behaves as 
an omni-directional detector, ir^illlps and Pursons (1962) 
ualng a mobile lOT raonltor showed that the zenith angle 
distribution of the nucleonlc coaponent can be eTprssaed as 
j(9)occos'0 over a rangs of 09 varying between (0® - '•0*') 
and at larger angles 0>M)®t ^^^^ function decreases very slowly. 
The largest contribution to the counting rate of a neutron 
monitor is from zenith 5ngle^25® and less than 7% of the 
counting rate being accounted for by neutrons arriving at 
large zenith angles 9 >60** (Cjrcdchael ^ t al.f 1969). 
3*9 Pressure Correction of Jeutron Monitor Datai 
Before using allgafh neutron monitor d-^ ta for nny further 
analysis, it is very esjential to correct the dita for eeteoro* 
logical effects* as most of the secondary nucleona are produced 
during the interaction of primary cosmic ray pirtlG''«8 with the 
atmospheric nuclei, farller observations (section 1.2) clearly 
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Ind lca t td tha t the neutron «oni tor in tana l ty a t ground la 
s ign i f i can t ly affected by pressure T i r i a t i o n a , whereas the 
temperature effect for neutron monitor in t ens i ty I s nltsoat 
f;«f11 j l b l e . 
Foll.w'lr.g v e i l f s t^^ l l shed 'set^cxSa, the a t tenuat ion 
coeff ic ient oc for \ l l! |arh neuiron monitor :«ay be eat ioated 
by perfTnslng % coeplex res^resnl^n analyala of succesalve 
i i f c r e n - : e 3 (DiT>ointe vid \o3e, 196a) of the logirlthas of 
the d iJ ly mean In tens i ty (H) ani the dai ly mean r>re'3ure (P) 
using equations 
Log H^ - log N^  • ' ^(Pg - P^) (3.11) 
The pressure corrected neutron monitor in t ens i ty K^ i s derivwJ 
using the following re la t ionsh ip 
M^  « 1? exp U ^ (P - P^)] (2.12) 
where ^ i s the obsprvra nej t rcn monitor i n t c i s i t y a t pressure 
P and (P - PQ) i s tb< d i f f e r e ' c e between the- bserved ore^sj re 
( r ) and the st^ndtrd ressure (v^)* which i s bas ica l ly chosen 
as the yearly «ean pressure a t a p a r t i c u l a r s t a t i o n . 
2*10 Detenrinatlon of J o l a r Daily VAriationi 
I ft or Gorr<3cti ns for oet^-orological e f . ^ o t s t the in tens i ty 
of cosmic rays reveals a a ign ino ' in t so la r dai ly v a r i a t i o n . 
Kine (1966) has described d i f fe ren t rsethods of deterraination of 
so la r dai ly v i r l u t i o n . Chari tc ter is t ics of daily v : r l a t i o n can 
be studied by resoTvl^,? i t Into v r i ^us harmonics and then 
studying c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s 'if the various harr.o dc ooaponents. 
This Biethcd of analys is has been very widely used. Most of the 
inform^ition on dally v r i n t i o n has been derived by exa'^l. ing 
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fflaxlauin a?nnlltui«, ph .3« (OP tirae of nsaxlasuB afBplit'ide)| 
r i i j l l i t y (or energy) i 1 la t l t r id« dependence of tb« f l r a t 
and sec":nd h irtaontc co«!:<5fW*t8 (-Uurnal and send-diurnal 
v - r l a t l o n s ) . a t tenots lave a lso been made to include the 
t ' l l rd h^iri^onlc co«r>onent ( t r l - i lvarnal V i r i a t l on ) In to the 
so la r i i l l y y r i i t i o n (Kagishlrsa e t a l . , 197l | Kori e t a l . , 
1971 and Ahluwalla ^nd Singh, 1973)• 
The anpTlttide ma phase of the haraonlc cotaponents are 
geaer i l ly derlY-^d from Fourier analysis of coanlo ray In tens i ty 
obssrved over a period of 2V hours (one so la r du,?); which 
asjunes tha t tho r a r i a t i o n i s steady over such a o r r iod . '*.ny 
short terra va r i a t ion ( < 2^ hours) wil l ch',nge the atiisctropy 
and t h i s would r e s u l t wrong e s t i c a t l o n of tne pnraoeters of 
the barsKjnic coaponentc. ./hethor such changes have occured 
can be checked by stuiyirig the maxinjuw ^ro l i tude nnd phase of 
the diurnal vrir iat ton rec:>rd9d .t s t^ t l ' ;na o" sane Tfititude 
but in d i f ferent longi tudes . '. ' a rge dlscrwpancy <»itber in 
the raTlauai amplitude or in the phase shows th-at e i t h e r the 
jnisotropy i j changing within ^'^ hours or the universa l t ioe 
e f fec t s t re predowirv^nt (Kane, 1966), 
2.10.1 Correction for Long Terai Yariat iont 
The 2^ hour mean in t ens i ty of cosmic ruys often v r lea 
Tx\m diy to day ive to long teiri v?jrlatlon ( ^1 day) suoerposed 
on the d.^ l^ly v rlaslo-^, vHiob cnn Influence the parameters of 
the hirrKinlc Goapone^ts. In t h l j case the dal ly va r i a t i on la 
'^ot s t r l ' t l y of^rtodlo i . e . the cosralc r>iy i n t ens i t y for 
zeroth hour wil l not, in general , he the sa«e as for 2k hour. 
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The data may b« corrected for long t«nB variation b«fort i t 
l4 subjected for Fouriar analysia. Tadar and Naqvi (1973) 
haTa da«crtb€Ml e linear trer^ correction iniithod for ellnlna-
ting long tare variation. The trend corrected viluea Y(t) 
fro« pressure corrected hcnirly counting rate N(t) are obtalni 
froB the foilowing equal1oni 
Y (t) • ir(t) -
u 
J (aw^^. ^(c) ^^  (2.13) 
where t « 0, 1, 2, •. . . .#23 (ti»e la hours) 
A sui^ tbod of 2^ hour laoving average i s also used to reoove 
long tera vsri&tion (K&ne, 1966 )• This uathod has teen found 
very satisfactory when the iBean level changes ef oosalo ray 
Intensity are linear (oonstmt gradients). These can be 
corrected for by calculating running averages over 3^ consecutive 
hourly values (when the data ta hourly) and substractlng froo 
ttae original values* This s^ t^ todf howevnry Is not used when 
changing gr&dlents sire Involved In the aean level of cosnle ray 
intensity* 
The pressure corrected neutron taonitor counting rate n(t) 
after applyirg correction for long t t m variation i s then 
expressed as a percent of the annual swan hourly Intensity. 
The yearly dita so obtained are then subjected to Fourier analy-
s is tc de Id reins Istt PnA and 3rd hanK>nic components of the 
solar dally variation* 
2.10#2 Fourier Analysisi 
A periodic function T(t) « f(wt) of period 2-n such that 
f(wt • 2TT ) « f<wt) can be expressed by a Hurler's series. A 
Fourier's series i s a convergent infinite series coaposed of 
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8ln« and oo*ln« temst 
oC 
Y(t) « f(wt) • a • H (a^ j 008 «<^ • bT„ Sin «t.t) (2.1W) 
when* a^ f s^ i t *2* •••• **TTI» •••• ^4t ^gi ••• ^ f^ ••• *>*•• 
rourl*r coefflcltnti , glv«n by 
ft, - ^ J fC'^) ccj Kcot d(t^t) (2.16) 
V • ! f f (u^) ain Biwt dC'^) C2.17) 
Aa silternatlve fom, of the raoat ooi-non type of Courier's 
•0rl«s gl/en In equation ?^^k^ la which th# terms of th« 
»'ium frt juency av grouped togeth«r and reduced to a single 
term i s obtained by tiding tlH harmonic coefficient ae follows 
•in » % 31n 0 , (2.18) 
T^TTi • Hm O o a 0J , (2.19) 
in equation 2.1^* We got after substitutiooi 
Y(t) • f(a)t) « a^ •Z [H^in<«^t 40,)] (?.20) 
vhtre a^ and 0^ are defined as the naxieiuB aapUtude and phase, 
respectively, of the oth bamor.le component. Tnm phase angle 
0 , !B«asux>es the lead of the nth hartaonic conponent '^th 
reference to e yure sine wave of fre i^uetioy a. 
.__A^ ^ 
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i r an Axplieit •Tpwii lon for f (^t) I s aTailable and 
th# product! f (< t^) coa n>^t and ti^t) sin •"t can b« integra-
ted , the (iouatloni 2.^^ and 2.17 proirid© fexaet values of a^ j, 
and bg. <*Jn tb« other bund, i f f (" t^) i» given by s. graph or 
table of ezp^rlBental values, a and h^ can only be approxl-
•ated by di laethod koowa aa Courier or Hiifiaonio anaA.vsls. Ibe 
dele m i nation of fourier QoeffiCA^nta, In the oase of hourly 
counts rate i s as i'ollcxtfss 
a . 1 rA(u)t) ^T Y ( T t i / I 2 r (3.21) 
a « i "/l(wt) i: I (T i i / i a ) coaCm-ni/l?) "; (3.22) 
b ^ . i "!\(u)t) 5: Y (^1/12) 8in(sni l /12)] (:?.23) 
-bere Y ( V l 2 ) , \ ( 2 V l 2 ) , ^(S^Vi?) i^ re the v?nuea of 
the periodic function f C^t) at intervals of A(^t) which i s 
taken $^/2h in th« case cf bf>urly counts rs*te. r^ubalituting 
v-ilue of l^(h>t) in equutlons 2.21 to 2.1^ we get 
a o « « J - . Z Y(nl/12) (2.2»f) 
2^ ir, 
a l 4 ~ ^ y(Tx/<2) cos (Kni/12) (2.25^) 
b « ^ r y ( i i i / l 2 ) Sin (oni/12) (2.26) 
5^ 
^«r*e tt i s ji posit ive i i t eger d.,ah that 281 ^ 2 ^ tlitt I s , the 
equations 2.2V to 2 . 5 J detei^oilne C2a > 1) fourler coef rioionts. 
After deteradnlnf a^ and b^ p, the naxinpn ataplltude R,^  and phase 
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and 0^ m Arc Tan ( V ^ a ) (P.?8) 
vhera /9« will b« In r a d i n g , I t can be comrerted In to degrees 
by multiplying 180/^ [0 ( l eg) • 0^, x 180/JTJ . 
^^-^O.a T^artsonle Dial or CI -xsk lUagrawt 
Let the ao1ar l a i l y va r i t lon of the coaolc ray in t ens i ty 
be described by the f i r s t three harisonics in a Fourier se r i e s 
with •axiwuw anpl i tudes a^t ^^ 2 and H^ and phases 0,f 0^ and 
0y Then 
y ( t ) • f('«'t) « fljj • a-i 3in ('^t*0^) • H^ini2^t40^) 
• R^ Tin O'-t-HUj) (?.29) 
The nnxinuB amplitudes 'ind phaaes of the 1 s t , 2nd and jrd 
baroonic components are ahovi i n Figure 2.13* 5^e titae of 
naxiaun aoplitude of mth hirrBonio (in hours) i s given by 
T„(«ax) • (90 • 0^)/l5m (?.30) 
wtoere • » 1« 2 and 3 ^or 1 s t , 3nd and yM harisonic cosiponents 
respectively* '*hen pu .ning clodcvise the d i r ec t ions of 
vectors Rf, H^ and Hj Indica te the time of maxlmim of 1 s t , 
2nd, and 3rd haraonio exponen ts respect ively ( ? lg . '^•13)» 
jCliis type nf the gra^hical r epreaen t i t ion i s ca l led haraionic 
d i a l or clock diagrijn (Sandatrora, 1965). 
The hannonic d i a l s have been used to coiapare the amplitudes 
and phases of a hansonlc comrKjnent observed a t various s t i t i o n s . 
The folloi^lfig two methods of gra^liical repregent i t ion are usedi 
(1) Dr^ iw a l l the vectors froc the «3iaBie o r i g i n . I t ^ i U give 
a cloud of points havlr.g trseir o r ig in a t a fixed point . 
( i i ) Draw the f i r s t vector from the or igin ^tvl at> )ly every 
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successive vectors to the head of the preceding vector. 
This is called vector addition method and has mostly been 
employed in the studies of phase shifts and variation of 
amplitude during successive periods. 
2.10.U- Standard Error» 
Assuming that the hourly counts rate of cosmic ray 
intensity follows a standard Gaussian distribution, standard 
errors in amplitude and phase of a harmonic component a is 
calculated. If are the standard errors associated vdth 
hourly counts rate of the observed cosmic ray intensity 
(where 1 » 1» 2, 2^), the standard errors a^i and b^ 
in foui>ier coefficients a^ and b,, respectively, are calcu-
lated as follows! 
^a, . -J^ '^f^ Ji ^irCoi^(m/Ti/12)] (2.31) 
and 
^1) « - J T V L . ^ -ci) Sin^(m/ri/12)] (2.32) 
^ ^ and "0^, the standard errors in amplitude R^ and 
phase 0j|, respectively, of the mth harmonic component are 
given as follows: 
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and ^0„ « °a^H« - ""7712^ ii« (2.38) 
?,11 Corrections ?or width and Dtclinatlon of 
the Asyoptotlc ^one of Acceptance of the 
Detector and aeoaagnetlo Bendlnjt; 
To r« late the cosmic ray intensity vurlatlons observed 
at ground, at a 8?»eclfic location (>\ )t zenith angle (0) and 
azlBRitb 0 , to an Interplanetci^y flux anlsotropy, i t la often 
ry to know the direction of primary cosmie ray partic le 
in interplanetary e ^ i u a . The cosmic ray part ic les that 
arrive at any point on the eartb*s surface have undergone 
deflection in the geowagnetio f i e l d . Thereforei i t i s very 
essent ial to correct the obssrvitions for these def lect ions. 
for th i s purpo§«f the concepts of asyetptotio directions of 
aporoacb, asysiptotie cone of acceptance of the detector an* 
variatl:?nal coeff ic ients have been developed over the las t 
15 years by research workers. ?roH an extensive study of 
ground based neutron tuonitor observutions, Hao et a l . (1963} 
and McCr.icKen and liao (1965) have shovn that the cosmic ray 
Viriati>ns observed jt a ground based detector corrected for 
the width and declination of the asys^totio cone of acceptance 
of the detector and geoEagnetio bending at each station can 
be ef fect ive ly used for deriving the characterist ics of 
cosaic ray anisotroplea in the interplanetary c^diua. 
2»11.1 Asyaptotio Directional 
The asymptotic direction of a cosaic ray particle of 
r ig idi ty R, which arrives at t ;e earth frow the direction 
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interplanetary m«diut? from rfhlch th« particle eocits prior 
to i t s interaction with the t erres tr ia l magnetic f i e l d . The 
asymptotic direction, which i s a primary aeane of relating 
cosmic ray intensity variations observed at the earth with 
the direction of these particles in the interplanetary medium, 
i s defined uniquely by two angles A(the asyraptotio lat i tude) 
and '^ (the asymptotic longitude). The meaning of A and Tjr are 
clearly shown in Figure 3.1if,yi represents the geomagnetic 
latitude at which, in the absence of a i»gnetio f ield^this 
part ic le would strike the surface of the earth. ^^ represents 
the longitude of the impact point re lat ive to the meridian 
through the point of observation. A number of investigators 
(McCraoHen et a l . , 1965| Rao et a l . , 1963 and Shea et a l . , 1963) , 
using the traJectory»tracing technique in a s ix degree sitaul-
ation for the earths magnetic f i e l d , have nua»rically oooputed 
the 'asymptotic direct ions' of primary cosmic ray part ic les 
havirig different r i g i d i t i e s v rying from (1-500) OV, which 
are if)cident at different zenith and azimuth angles at the 
top of the atmosphere at different cosmic ray s tat ions . 
These oalculationi were male with the help of high speed 
dig i ta l computers. 
In the trajectory-tracing technique, they u t i l i z e the 
fact that the orbit of a negatively charged part ic le moving 
outward from the earth from a specif ic location and direction 
i s ident ical to the orbit of a posit ive part ic le of equal 
r igidity approaching the earth, and ultim-itely arrivln.^ at 
the same location in the same direct ion. The orbit of a 
charged particle vxs traced through the geomagnetic f ield to 
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a dis tance suf f ic ien t ly fur tram the ©artb (selected as 25 
ear th r a d i i by '^cCr^cken) t h a t the e f fec t s of the geoo-ignetic 
f i e ld on the o rb i t becaoe e s sen t i a l l y Ins ignif lcars t . At 
t h i s point , by knov/lng the pos i t ion and veloci ty components 
on the t r Rectory, the d i rec t ion of motion of the p a r t i c l e 
was calculated in t<»r!R8 of the geocentr ic coordin^ate aystea 
as I l l u s t r a t e d In I'l^ure 2 . 1 ^ . The asyoptot io l a t i t u d e and 
longitude are given as followsi 
-V^ 31n e <• r^* <3o« 0 
Tan • 1 - i r . (2.39) 
[ V ^ * (V0 Cos e • ? , u in 6 )2 ] * 
}( . 0 * A Tan (Vc^eCose * V^ loQ)) (2-WO) 
v#htre 0 • co - l a t i t ude t ( ] ] _ _ / . ) 
0 m longitude es^asured eistward fro« the Greenvdch 
iKr id ian , T| and 
y , VQ, V0 » coiBponents of oa; t i de veloci ty V in r , 0 
and 0 d i rec t ions 
(Motet A and H ^ r e geographic l a t i t u d e and longitudef 
r eanec t i ve ly ) . 
2.11.2 Asymptotic Gone of Acoentancei 
The •asyaototie cone of acceptance of a detector* may 
be defined as the so l id angle containing the avsysptotic 
d i rec t ions of ap-sroach which ssike a s ign i f i can t c "mtribution 
t o the counting of t i e detector* A de ta i led th s t s r . t i ea l 
discussion published by Bao e t al# (1963) i s a v a i l a b l e . 
I t has been shown th i t the gecHsagnetic f ie ld causes the 
pbaset duration and aapl l tude of a time Vi r i a t ion that i s 
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du« to any anltotropy in the cosalc radiation, to v%ry from 
station to statl n and, to a los3«r extent, froa detector 
to detector at any one station* The Tariational coefficients 
(the concept of variational coefficients »<rill be discussed 
In next sub section) provide a quantitative technique for 
calculating the •ariatlons which will be observed as the 
consequence of any asuuned anlsotropy* 
2*11*3 yariational CoefflolenUi 
The whole asyisptotic dlreetioni (kjj) are divided into 
a large nunber of siaall solid an^lesjQ. j^» It i s assumed 
that Jj^(a) i s the differential cosmic ray Inteaaity fro« al l 
the asyaptotlo directions within Itb solid angle ^^£* let 
us consider that Jj^ (H) consists of two ooaponents. 
Ji(R) • Jo(a) • A Ji(R) (P.M) 
where JQCH) i s the Isotropic co»ponent and A. Jj[^ (H) i s the 
anisotropic ooaponent of the cosmic radiation that arrives 
froB directions within solid angle ^ i * It i s assumed that 
A Ji(R) exhibits a power law in rigidity such that 
^Jl.(H) • Jo(i).Ajt.H*^^ (2.lf2) 
where k^ i s a function of asyoptotic direction* 
Equation 2*J»1 can be written as 
^li^VJ^iR) • 1 • Aj^  a*^ (?.»*3) 
% e counting rate of any detector due to particle flux 
J|^(H) arriving fro« directions within the solid angle-i^ ^ j^  
Is given by (Rao et al*, 1963 and MoCracken et al*, 1965). 
- 7»f • 
where n Is the counting rate of the deteotor* w(R) is 
coupling constant corresponding to the cosmic ray spectrua 
J^in) and T(0.j,,H) is frriction of heiaisphere above the 
detector vhich is accessible froa asyaptotic directions 
within the solid angTe ^  i for rigidity fl, Doman (1957) 
has defined the coaoling constant of a detector as 
^(R) « - ^ - ^ (2.if5) 
Equation 2.V5 i3 an alternative for« ot equation 1,3» r^oro 
equations ?«^3 and 2»^*h we can have 
C(^.).M W(a)l£i2l2dR*lf (w(H)AiR^^Il^^il^ dR (2.W6) 
^ Y(M»H) ^ ^ T(M,R) 
- H C (^^ )^^ l« f W(H)AiR^^  I l ^ i ^ dR (2.lf7) 
YC^ TjtR) 
where CA^.) • J rf(a) I ^ ^ J ^ dR <2-^> 
C,-.(rL^ ' 1*? the courting rate due to isotropic component of 
cossdo radiation J^i'x) arrivi J:; from within the solid angle 
si^. The fractional ch&nge in the total counting rate pro-
duced by the cosmic ray intensity fro»i^i deviating from J^CR) 
by an aaount J^ jCR) A. n ^ is ©Iven by 
n ~ n 
or f^C^i) • iw(R) A4R^^l4^i>«Vo(R (2.,^) 
YOni.R) 
or -^(^^i> • v(^i^,)O.Aj^ C2.:;c) 
where V(^4,f>) « |W(R)R"*'^ Y I W ^ H ) ^ ^ ^^ '^ ^ ^  
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^(^^Itp) ar« called Yariatlo-al coefficients of the detector 
corresponding to the solid an^le ^^i and spectral exponent 5• 
If the variational coefficients for a l l possible solid angles 
Q^ are known then the countiTigrate deviation corresponding 
to any assumed anlsotropy can be calculated. 
2*11 •*•• Evaluation of Variational Goefficiant^i 
The variational coefficients are mathaaatically defined 
in equation 2.51 • To evaluate the Vfirlattortel coefficients, 
the integral in equation 2.5l i s converted into sua-iation 
as followsI 
where the eleaentary solid angled i i s defined by planes 
of constant geogra iilc longitude at 0 , 5^, 10* ,^ , 
and by surfaces of constant geograohic longitude spaced by 
5^ on either side of the equator* The suesaatlon extends 
frow near the cut*off r igidi ty to a value of r^ 500 GV. 
The anlsotropy i s s l i^ly expressed as a power law 
in r igidi ty a s . 
•i h^y • Aa ^« f (\^) CoiA R '^ (2.53) 
w 
where A, the aaplltude of the anlsotropy. I s a separable 
function of the asyiaptotic la t i tude and longitude (Aand \ j )• 
Cosine of declination (cosA) i s taken as the la t i tude 
dependence of the anlsotropy* The longitude dependence of 
the anlsotropy (the function f ( \p) ) can be obtained by record-
ing the cosraio ray Intensity from a l l asyiaptotic longitudes \i.. 
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For th i s fonn of the anisotropyt froo •quatlon 2.$0, th« 
fractional change In th« eminting rate produced by the 
ridlatione tromO-i can be written aa, 
'^aalpdm f ( i ^ ) . VCil^.fi), 'J0»/1 (2.5^) 
SuBffidng over a l l values of ^ 1$ 
Aniw.) 
- ^ - f C I / ^ j ) ^(Cl^,p>) 609A 
• f ( ^ j ) V(^^,/S) (2.55) 
where dN ((^j) i s tno aolid ingle defined by the two ee r l -
dional planes 2.5® on either side of the aeridional plane 
at geographic longitude ^y f{^y^)t the variat ional 
coefficients have been evilu^ted by McCr'^ scken et a l , (1965) 
and Shea et i l« (1968) for 79 stations for ten vnlues of/S 
ranging froas • 0.6 to -1.5» '^ Rrawal (1973) has extended 
the calculations uoto^« -t- P.,0 '.nd for various values of 
up-3er cut-off r i g id i t i e s (Hy). 
^•^^•5 Application to Golar ")aily Varlatlont 
From a knowledge of the Viriatlonal coefficients, the 
atrplltude and phase of any anisotropy, observed at a ground 
based neutron monitoring stationf may be obtained in In ter-
planetary aediu* after correcting for the width and declina-
tion of the asyiBptotie cone of acceptance of the detector 
and geonagnetio bendi/ig. 
Consder an anisotropy in interplanetaz^ sediuD that Is 
an arbitrary function of direction Y\ and la expanded into a 
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?(^) • JQWYL ^^CosLaC^-Ca,)] (2.56) 
> f i - / 
wher« y and c . are arbitrary aoplltudt and phase constant*, 
and c^ i s the direction of viewing fro« which a maxinua of 
the fflth baraonic i s seen. As shown in Figure 2.l5i «• csay 
write ^^ as, 
'Tj M ip 415 T - 130*» (2.57) 
and intensity froa asymptotic longitude ^ aSf 
f ( ^ ) • Jo(R)[X y'jgCotii(>^+l5T-l80.Cn)J (2.58) 
«^ here asymptotic longitude ^ »(5i + 2-5)** 1* the nean longi-
tude of all the particles arriving fr-Do solid angles lying 
between J^« 5l** m d 'P'^ (i*1)**« Substituting equation 
2.58 in equation 2.5S 
l^(Oj^) » V(^y^) UoiAZ ^Coa« (Ii^+15T-180-C,) (2.59) 
>M --j 
ouaoiing oyer i , 1« 0 to 71$ we ;:et the deviation of the 
counting r^te of th« detector at time T('T.T) frow the nean 
vi lue N, 
A ^ I l L « Z V( ^^tp>) a :?(^^0os«(5i*l5T+2.5-l80-C«^(2.60) 
1'° r>^z I 
or la^li . ^ 
on r-/ 
where 
^|2i • Z: 0^ ^ Bg, cos [•(15T-C,-130)*4] (2.61) 
V -L ?^  7(tp.,6X=inffi(5i*2.5)]2'»'r ^ V(Pj,^) 
X Cos«(5l+2.5)j2 (2.62) 
and Tan y^ » So Y( ^.1,P) i in raC^i^?.^; ^^ ^^ j^ 
1^  VCi'j.^i) 103K (5if2.5) 
i <^  
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In •quatlon 2.61, 0^ ^^  B^ ^ and (•«ac,+7i,) '«P'«8«nt tb« anplitudt 
and phaa« constants of the «th hamonlo observed at ground. 
The universal tlsie at which the Baxisun intensity is observed 
at a ground based detector is given by 
T • (180« • TO - / B > / 1 5 O hours <2.6»») 
and the local tiee at which the naxinuB of intensity is 
observed at a ground based station whose geographic longi-
tude is L, is given by 
t, - T. • 1/15 
or t^ • .X^M t M '-VfT^W hours (a.65) 
from the equation 3.65t the phase constants Cg, of the atb 
harssonic of the cosmic rigr anisotropy in interplanetary 
«ediu« stay be obtained fros the observed tiae of oaxima 
at a ground based BK>nitor of geograpbic longitude i^ 
^« • 5^ t . - 180 • (>i - «!.)/• (2.66) 
where C^ coses out in degrees east of t e sun-earth line and 
the ter« (V^'-^D/m makes allowance for the deflection suffered 
by the eosvio ray particles in their passage Ifchroui^  the 
geoaagnetio field. This quantity is teraed as phase correc-
tion for the geomagnetic effects of the otb harmonic anisotropy, 
It is sosetilMS called the *geosagnetio bending* of the 
cosaic ray flux. McOracken et al. (1965) and Shea et al. 
(1968) have tabulated the relative amplitude B, and the phase 
correction factor in hours (>i, •aL)/l5« for a miaber of 
neutron monitoring stations for ten values of speetrua expo-
nent i(40*6 to -1.5) for diurnal and setd-diurnal coapooents 
of daily variation. grawal (1973) has extended these 
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calculation! for stol-diurnal coiRpon«nt for Vilues off 
upto 4- ?.0* 
2.11,6 Dct«ralnation of 3pactral Characteristics 
of AD Anlaotropy In Interplanetary Medlua: 
The characterlstletf such as speotrus exponent^ amplitude 
a? d direction In Interplanetary nedlus of any anlsotropy are 
determined froa the obaenred antplltudes and phases at various 
ground based stationsby the following aethod* It Is assaaed 
thnt If the observed variation Isdue to a spatial anlsotropy 
In Interplanetary awdlua, the position and anplltude of the 
anlsotropy as detertnlned by various stations should agree t<d.tb 
each other within the Units of statistical error. The best 
value of speotruB exponent pt can be estlnated fron a number 
of observatlcHis liiposlng the condition that the^e oust be a 
2 
alnlBUB variance between the observations as deterslned by x 
statistics* The variance X ( ^ ) for a spectrun exponent (^  
normalised for assplltude and phase Is given by 
X <M - -irl^ L(—j5(P7—)+(—g5(^5—) j « ' » ) 
where A^ (p>) and fi^i^) are the amplitude and phase In Inter-
planetary aedluB obtained for 1th station after correction 
o o 
for the geonagnetle effects and A ((^ ) and 0 ((^ ) are the corres-
ponding Bean values In Interplanetary nedlUB obtained for H 
stations for a spectrum exponent ^. The variance x.('^^ ^* 
calculated for a nuvber of values of^ • The lalnlBUB variance 
gives the best ch'tjlce of /^  alongwlth the aost probable value 
of the aBplltude and phase of the space anlsotropy. 
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3TlJDy Of 3H3P C^ U'-3 - 0? .T UTRIN yO^lTOi T :TCTIT[ 
3«1 Introductiont 
Sxaffllnati^n of a record of the cosmic ray intensity aa 
a function of tttaa besides well known l^ jrbuah decreases and 
solar fl-ire l i c r c s s e s , inrr-riably exhibits s t a t i s t i c a l l y 
slgrlfic^iot s i i l i r ^rrplltude fluctuations. a>ch sharp changes 
of neutron «onltor Inten^^ity Mare previously been studied by 
a nuaber of workers (Doz^yn et nl«, 196^1 "lanla s t a l# , 1965a, 
1965b and Ania et a l . , 19^9). 
Oorwan et al« (1965) and \lanla et a l , (1965a) have shown 
existence of sudlen lnorei;?es of neutron monitor intensity of 
the type I( i4. i ) - I i « Al^^lJ^t where 1 « 1»2,3, • • • • (1 la 
the number of two sourly ' ts In terv i l t ) for a nuaber of mountnin 
st-itions aostly nur the i«wridlain position of the sun. ^linla 
et al • (1965b) have studied freiuency distribution of the sudden 
increases of neutron monitor l4*t«?oslty of the types A L ^ O . 6 ^ , 
0*6%^Al^^ ^% and Al.>/ 1/^  for the high Bjountaln s tat ions , 
Cllaax and Sulphur HJuntdn and observed I t s «axl»u« at about 
1^ 5 hour, L.T. The Frequency distribution of sharp decreases 
have also been studied by Alstnia et a l , (19^b) but no sharp 
•axlnuBs was observed. \nda "t a l , (1969) have olso observed 
the naxlanin of frequency distribution of sudden increases of 
the type Al^ >, 1% of neutron monitors, at the s tat ions . Deep 
River, Mt. NorHruri, Churchll ;nd ruc-du»-"idl, i-^ "jotween 09 
and 13 hour, t .T , Total miwber of increases of the type 
A I j ^ 1^, observed in the neutron monitor records for the year 
- >3 •" 
1966 i s found larger for th« stations whose data hnive 
larger polsion errors (.oda et al«, ^969)• 
In this chapter, th" real i ty of the existence of sudden 
Increases and sharp dccroaaea of t^ e^ types lAIil>/ 0,6^ and 
\AIi]>/1?i has furtner been conflnned in the records of the 
world-wide mtvoik of neutron •nonitora. tocal tlcse (L.T«) 
de-Hindence of tb«i mayiffluip of the frequency distribution of both, 
sudden l*H.""eHses arKl sharp decreases are examined at a nuaber 
of neutron monitor statione» It i s observed that the time of 
mirittun i s alooat striae at low and niddle latitude neutron 
Bonitor Stitionsseparately fcr sudden Increases and sharp 
decrease • Poiss n error and cut-of r ig idi ty dependence of 
the total number cf sudien increaseo and sharp decreasesare 
also examined but no d o s s corre^Atlon i s obsenred. A possible 
or i f in of these cosmic ray intensity fluctuations of neutron 
monitor en«r2:ie3 Is nu^ ;33ted« 
3«2 Het'iod oi* ^^nalyaisn 
The pressure corrected neutron monitor intensity of l^ f 
s ta t ions , well distributed in latitude «iml longitude aiid 
situ:ited at both s&a u^ Ki inount&in letreXs has been analysed 
for the year 1967 (ascenc'lng ;*>a3e of the solar a c t i v i t y ) . The 
data of Mt. ?toriKura i s bibourly and of other stations are 
hourly. At Mt. 'lorikura end Ottawa, tne I.G.Y. type of 
neutron oonitor v i s operating and at other stations the data 
was col lected by super neutron monitors. Days of large world-
wide variations, large solar flare Increases arid large ^orbusfc 
decreases have been excluded frow the analysis , f^rtlculars 
about the stations whose data have been analysed are given 
g^-
TABQB 3.1 - Sudden Increases and sharp deoraasea of cotaio 
raya obaerved during the year 1967. 
3^ ' Poleson nltltude Cut-offbeographic Co-crdi- Number of ffumber of 
• Station error r i g i - natei Inoreasee decreases 
""• ;»r 
h^ur 
dJty latitude Longitude of the typeof the typ. 
»ag.) deg, deg.K 0,6^ 1% 0 , ^ \% 
G? 
1 c Jh i iC i l t - •"^•2 
lya 
2, Plo-du- .060 
Midi 
3 , Deep •J7u 
lllrer 
U-. Sulphur .110 
n. 
5» Calgary .HO 
6. Dallas .116 
7* Leeds 




9 . InuTlk 
10. Kiel 
1 1 . Resolute ^213 
• 12.? 
•129 
12. Mt. »250 
Iforlkura 
13. Kula •?88 






















»f2.93 ^.25 113 10 126 
^ . 1 0 282.50 
51.20 2Mf.39 2»f8 21 26Jf 
6 
68 1P 117 1»f 
37 
51.08 2U5.86 229 2if 2^7. 29 
32.98 263.26 186 ?5 202 ^3 
53.83 358.»*1 229 "25 2M) 17 
53.26 299.60 228 37 277 M) 
68.35 226.28 231 23 270 28 
5>*«30 10^10 ?5** 10 276 8 
7^.71 265.01 8>f9 160 81^ I69 
36.1? 13.55 ^ 2 91 338 6R, 
20.73 203.66 133V 525 1»f2V W89 
i*5.lK) 28if.»#0 2730 2020 2690 1993 
• Bl-hourly Intensity changes. 
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in Tabl« 3.1• 
To obtain the sharp changes of neutron laonitor intensity, 
the dlfferenoti (I(i^^) - Ij^ ) " ^ \ t where 1 » 1, 2t ••••» 
2h fop hourly data and i • 1,2, ..., 12 for blhourly data, 
are crilculated for the each day considered In the year 1967. 
The number of sudden Increases of the types AI^ :^ o-6%^ ;>^ i;; , .dt 
of sharp decreases of the types -AIj ^  0.63f,";^ 1^  are astlwated 
for the each Talue of 1 over all the days at all the neutron 
Bonltor stations separately for each type of hour to hour 
Intensity changes. After applying the geooagnetio bending 
corrections Caao et al., 1963 and Mccracken et al., 1965) to 
the observations, histograins of frequency distribution of 
sudden increases and sharp decreases are plotted respectively 
in Figures 3«1 ^nd 3«2 of eleven neutron oonitor stations. 
The total sudden increases and sharp decreases observed over 
the whole f9^T 1967 are given in Table 3»1 of all the stations 
considered* 
3*3 SuBiaary of the ResultSi 
with the exception of Leeds and Dallas, the space direc-
tion of BuixlBiua of the frequency distribution of sudden 
increases of the type Al|^ >/0.6j( lies between 12 hour and 
13 hour, l#T, l«e« alaost along the direction of sun-earth 
line* At Laeds and Dallas the aaxioRia is observed in the 
afternoon direction and at the polar stition (Resolute) no 
sharp ttaxlBiUB is ob3<*rved (Figure 3«1 )• At all the stations 
the apice direction of BiaxiaRin of the fre luency distribution 
of shirp decreases of the type - AIJ;^  >/ 0»6% lies between 
01 hour and 05 .^our, L.T. i.e. alaost perpendicular to the 
. 36 -
average direction of Z«M*?« near the earth (Figure 3»2)» 
No sharp naxlflUR i s observed in the ease of sudden increases 
or sharp decreaeee of the type i A % ^ IjS (Figures 3.1 and 
3.2)» If one analyses the neutron wonitor intensity data 
for long periods^ sharp maxinua of the frequency distribution 
of sudden increases and sharp decreases of the types iAIj^^ljC 
may be obtained* 
Table 3*1 shows that the total sudden increases or sharp 
decreases of the types *,Mi >> 0,6!C or^lj^ i s larger for sea 
level stations rfhose data have larger poisaon errors. The 
s^ ffie behaviour i s also observed in the case of sudden increases 
of the type AI4 X1^ at mountain stations* The total observed 
sudden increases or sharp decreases do not ahov any close 
correlation with the cut-of r ig idi t ies . 
^•^ ^aeusslon of the Results1 
The above analysis shovs that sharp changes of cosaic ray 
intensity of neutron nonltor energies do exist and the observed 
results are in agreement v/ith the earlier findings by different 
investigators* \t low and niddle latitude stationst which scan 
cosmic ray particles close to the equatorial plane of the earth, 
the flaxienia of the fre iuenoy distribution of sudden increases 
has a tendency to apoear along the sun-earth line and of sharp 
decreases alaost perpendicular to the direction of average 
X.M.7* and i s Independent of the station cut-of rigidity. 
The observed dix^ection of the maxlnun fre^ ^uency distrl -
butlon of sharp decreases i s in contrast to the findings of 
lockwood (1971) about the :A>rbush decreases, showing that 
origin of sharp decreases of the neutron aonitor energies 
• 37 • 
will. b« different froso Forbush d«er«ase3, Lookwood (1971) 
had obaenred the earliest on-sets of ?orbu8h decreases along 
the direction of average I.M.F, near the earth. 
Owens ind Joklpll (1972)t f^o" the study of the power 
epectru* of the turbulent fluctuations In the magnetic field 
of the B^gneto-sheath and of the cosmic ray intensity fluctua-
tions of neutron monitor of Alert and Deep liver, hav». r^  ed 
that the fluctuations of cosmic ray Intensity of neutron 
wonltor energy gre Interplanetary In origin. The ever present 
turbulent fluctuations of the plasma and magnetic flela in the 
Interplanetary space through which cosmic ray particles pro-
pagate way be the possible origin and the Interactions of the 
cosmic ray particles with the magnetic Irregularities Inside 
the solar system may be the most probable mechanism of the 
observed cosmic ray Intensity fluctuations of the neutron 
monitor energy* 
. ?« . 
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CHA?Tr.H>IV 
GHANOHa OF ?r^ 0T?.Qrf HOHITOR I8TP:?GI!lpf 
^•1 Introduction! 
The yaarly arerage characteristics of the diurnal varia-
tion of cosmic ray Intensity, ^hloh in essence represent the 
average interplanetary conditions* have been cosroletely under-
stood by azlnuthal streaming procesi (or corotatlon raechanlaa) 
alone (as discussed In section 1,7.t). However, In contrast 
to tie yearly averaste nrorsertles, relatively very little la 
known '^ bout the short terra (<1 year) Virlationa of tne diurnal 
and serai-diurnal unisotropies. It is re?*llzei that un under-
standing of the production nechtinlso of the coaalc ray anlsotropy 
on short terw basis (on certain srocps of d^ys) can be used as 
a probe to oonltor the changlig Interplanet^jry conditions* 
K'ine (1970) have shown that there are a >EI« groups of days 
on which the amplitudes ire negligibly awall while on so«e others 
the amplitudes far exceed the 0.6jfe" licilt. The hour of maxlnuw 
is also observed, on socie groups of days, to be different froio 
1«? hour (L.T.) direction, r.um (1971) has determined the 
spectral characteristics ^nd found that for soue groups of days 
the spectrua exponent is llfferent fron aero, contriry ;i.s 
expected In corotatlon rrtecnanlsw, :ir,6. differs froE group to 
§roup. 
The vari.nDlIity In the amplitude of the diurnal variation 
«0,6^) can be understood In terras of the partial cancellation 
of peroendicul^ir density gradient but the large variability in 
the spectral characteristics and tlmo of •axlsua can not be 
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understood by corota t ion "lechanlsai i lone (?a te l e t ;il.» 1963j 
G^rabhai .nd -ubrriuianian, 1965 and Kane, 1971 ) • J-ira^hal and 
:ubrananldn (1965) have quallt>itlv©ly p^^inted out tha t besides 
corota t lon mechanls*, the following thrae processes ar« cj.serat-
Ing on aooe groups of days, d i s t o r t i n g the clrrZo ^ic* re o<* 
azlnuthal streaming; 
( i ) Streaming in V^t^ longi tudinal sec tor - Additionil streaming 
lue to the differ*'nee in the so lar vind veiocl^,/ and in 
i^'s d i s t r i bu t ion of thi* s su l l scale a i ? n e t i c f ie ld i n -
hoacf?enel*i€«s at 1iffer>*nt hfil lo-lonfitudes (barker, 196U), 
(11) J ca t t e r lng at Ka-netic fit?Id i r r e : : u l . : r i t ; o j - I f a density 
^'radient of cosrric ray oa r t i a l e s away from the plsoe of 
©cl ipt ie e x i s t s , s ca t t e r ing \t E.a:im»ttG fii-ld i r r e g u l a r i -
t i e s cm c.tus€ a 7" c r t c i r e u l t i n s of these l a t i t u d i n a l 
g rad ien t s . This rsrocess wi l l produce sin anlsotropy with 
a negative spec t ra l exponent with a slnlsiua along the 
rm^netio f i e l d , 
( i l l ) Ltitltudin&l .^raaienta of ccsssic ray i n t e n s i t y , wi l l 
produce a predOTlnart seai l-dlumal coaponent vd.th a 
posi t ive spectrt '^ tjxpcnent iinc a t ine of ai-AXirau« aligned 
perpendicular to the I .K.F . "asides i f the i n t ens i t y 
d i s t r ibu t ion away frciB the pLme of e c l i p t i c has a 
strong ?;-3 asyasietry a si/ jnlflcant f i r s t hirraonlc compo-
nent wi l l also be intro3uced in the da.ily v a r i a t i o n . 
I t Bay, however, be noted t ' at a l l tb® above processes are 
contained in the general s t reawinj equation of the H'orffian and 
jleeson (1970) except for the predict ion of s e ^ l - d l u m a l 
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variation. In th« interplan«tary wediuiB» thy n«t streaming 
of cosmic ray particles ia governed by the following equation 
(?orman and "Aeeson, 1970) 
*her« 3 ia the net differential current density, U i s tbe 
differential niwber density (such that 3 « UV, where 7 ia the 
particle velocity) and S^ • CUV^ i s the convection current 
iensity (C i s the conpton getting factor and Vg i s the solar 
wind velocity). K,, ,Kj^  and K^  have the same cleaning as defined 
for equation 1.17 In section 1.7.1* The physical faechanian of 
the equation V.I «ay be interpreted in the following tenasi 
( i ) The convection of particles radially away frcw the sun, 
( i t ) The diffusion of particles parallel to the oagnetie f ield, 
( i l l ) The diffusion of particles perpendicular to the nagnetio 
field and 
(Iv) The strearning produced by the density gradient perpendicular 
to the ecliptic plane. Onder equilibriua condition, when 
there i s no net flow of cosfnic radiation e i t r into or 
frcw the solar system the radial convection current 3Q • 
C U Vg i s exactly balanced by the radial component of 
inward diffusion K,; ( . - ),^  resulting in an avera^ 
corotational anisotropy of 0*h% along the 1B hour direction. 
On sone group of days, corotation picture may not necessa-
rily be true due to the significant contribution by the 
last two terns in equation (V.I) and therefore, one has to 
use the exact fomula of streaniing ^iven in that equati(m 
to obtain the anolitude and phase of the anisotropy. 
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Th« chanf* in the diurnal amplitude ani phase with the 
reversa l of the avera^je I .M.? . in : i l t«mate sec tors (Patel 
e t a l , , 1968| '/enkatesan and Mathews, 1963 ind Hyder and flit ton, 
1968) have been qua l i t a t i ve ly a t t r i bu t ed to the north-south 
gradient of cosmic ray i n t e n s i t y , showing density increasing 
southward I . e . below the equa to r i a l plane of th« sun (Barker 
and Hatton, 1970, 1971| ijbrimanian, 1971 and Hashia and 
liercovitch, 1972). These observations ind ica te tha t the r e s u l t -
ant i iurna l ^inisotropy in the e c l i p t i c plane would be the vector 
sun of the cosmic ray anlsot roples r e su l t ing from corotat ion and 
a density gradient perpendicular t o the e c l l o t l c plane with 
density increasing from north to south (N-3 gradient in the 
cosmic ray dens i t y ) . Using th«s data from under-ground meson 
monitors, Swlnson (1971) has a lso arr ived to the s i a i l a r 
conclusions. 
In t h i s chapter the taean amplitude and ohase of the diurnal 
va r i a t ion on the groups of days, which have shown sudden increases 
or sharp decreases of the cosmic ray i n t ens i t y of the types 
i, M±>/0»6% and;>,1jC are detertnined, by harmonic a n a l y s i s , at a 
number of low and middle l a t i t ude neutron monitor s t a t i ons for 
the period of ascending phase of the so la r a c t i v i t y (year 1967). 
The al:)Ove study i s a l so roade on the groups of days for which 
hour t o hour In tens i ty i J\l^) changes are almost steady within 
± 0.6^ (taken as quiet period). The average air.plltude, phase 
ani the spec t ra l c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the anlsotropy in i n t e r -
pl inetary soace are derived for each of the above s ix groups 
seperute ly . Tie r e s u l t s are cOBIpaI^ sd with the yearly average 
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characteristics as summarised by different investigators and 
the possible mechanisms operating in the interplanetary space 
are discussed. An effect of the amplitude of the cosmic ray 
intensity fluctuations on the amplitude of the diurnal anlso-
tropy is also investigated. It is shown that in addition to 
azimuthal streaming at least strearnlng due to N-S cosmic ray 
gradient is also operating for the oroduotion of the diurnal 
variation. 
^.2 Method of Analysis! 
The pressure corrected cosmic ray intensity data accumu-
lated during the year 1967 at nine neutron monitor stations, 
which essentially sample the cosmic ray particles from direc-
tions close to the equatorial plans of the earth, are used to 
determine the characteristics of the average diurnal anisotropy 
during the period of sharp changes of cosmic ray intensity. 
Days of large world-wide variations, large solar flare increases 
and large Forbush decreases are excluded from the analysis. 
The physical characteristics of the neutron monitor stations 
and their location sites are summarised in Table U-.1, After 
calculating the hour to hour changes 1(1+1) " ^i * ^^±* -^^^^ 
i « 1,2,.... 2^(i is the number of one hourly time intervals) 
of the intensity for the each day analysed in the y: ':• (1?57) 
(except days of large solar flares and Forbush decreases) the 
following six groups of days are sorted out for the nine stations, 
which recorded hour to hour intensity changes + AI^ ^  0.6jC, >^ 0,6jt 
and ^ IJt. The number of days observed in each group are given 
in Table If,2 for the each station. 
- ^ ^ 
TABLE W-.I - leomajfMitic and aaytaptotlc co-ordinates 
of the netjtron monitor stationst vhose data 
have u t i l i s ed for the determination of diurnal 
variation for tlie period of sharp changes of 
oosaic ray intensity* 
JT" 
N0« 
Oeographic Co-ordinate Al t i tudeCut-of fMean asywptotic 
Station Latitu<te Longitude riafidlity Co-ordinates 
(3eo»ag.) Latitude Longitud 









































































TA3IB ^-.2 - l i s t of tbe nuTjber of d^ys analysed in each group. 
i , Iroup typtthour to ho;r intensity chans^es i^t^l^) 
No, Station * 
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B AY P i C - D U - M I D 
INU VI K S U L P H U R MT 
F I G 4 1 - THE O B S E R V E D MEAN D I U R N A L V A R I A T I O N FOR NINE STATIONS 
D U R I N G THE P E R I O D OF HOUR TO HOUR INTENSITY C H A N G E S 
(1) A I [ ^ 0 6 Vo, ( 2 ) - A l l $ 0 <^°^»' (^ ^ A l l ^ 0 6 Vo, ( 4) - A l i > 0 6 V „ (5 ) A l^^^ 1 % 
AND ( 6 ) - A l i . $: 1 Vo ( S T A N D A R D E R R O R S HAVE BEEN M E N T I O N E D IN 
T A B L E 4 3) 
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W.3 M»an Diurnal YArlatloni 
Th« m-^n a^-plttud© and ohaae of th« obs«rv«d nean diurnal 
va r i a t ion of coatalc ray i n t ens i t y haa been d«termir«d on th« 
each group of days for the nine neutron suonltor s t itiona by 
harmonically analysing t^  ^ oressure corrected aean hourly 
da ta , which haa already been corrected for long t e r a trend 
(Yadav ani NaqTi* 1973)» The mun d iurnal a^pli tade (H^) 
and ohaa» (^i» tiwe of '!>«ij[i«3u«)t derived frtMi these obser-
• i t l o n s are l i s t e d in Table U-,^ and shown griohlc/ i l ly in 
Piajure 's-,1 for each group of days and for each s t a t i o n . 
Fron Figure ^.1 and Table 5+,3, i t i s observed that the 
wean a'nolituds of tne diurnal va r i a t ion at each s t a t i on i s 
very low for the period for which the hour t o hour in t ens i ty 
changes are almost steady i . e . ^ AI^^0.6j£ as compared to 
other oer iods. At each s ta t ion* the rae^n d iurnal amplitude 
increases as -« go from a period of hour to hour In t ens i ty 
changes tAli^O.635 t o i / ^ I ^ ^ '^•^p o** *^*o« ttJ-i>/0,6% t o 
t,Ll^>y'\%» In other words an increase In hour to hour 
In tens i ty changes produces <*n increase in amplitude of the 
diurnal va r i a t ion at each statl(Hi« The '^hase i s almost 
constant within the s t a t i s t i c a l accuracy and does not detiend 
on the hour to hour i n t e n s i t y changes, j t ^ ^ i * 
^•^ ^P^ct ra l Charac te r i s t i cs of the rfturnal Anlsotropyt 
'^slng the va r i a t i ona l -jo^rflelents -^rovlded by *^ 'c::r:>.oken 
e t a l . (1965), the observed mir, u.-nlltules and phases of the 
j i j r n a l va r ia t ion at d i f ferent s t a t i ons have been corrected 
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for the width and decl ina t ion of th« asynptot ic com of 
acceptance of the detector ?ind sjaoisagnetlc bending t o obtain 
the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of tnese anlsotpopies in space. The 
aye rage dlum^il anlsotropy in s-ace of the cosmic rad ia t ion 
can be adequately exoressed by a spectrum of tlie type 
(sect ion 1.7.1) 
M i l l .A- , R^oos (')^- $> ) C08A. . .R<ay ih.2) 
The f rac t iona l chanje in the counting ra te of a ground baaed 
detectorf produced by t t^- above fore of the anlsotropy, a t a 
looiiil tiB» T can be ex .ressed as (Hao e t a l » , 1963 ^nd 
«c::racken e t &1. , 1965) 
AN(Y) 
N A^B^ COS (15T - 180 - (i.^+ /^ -L) ih.h) 
wi-jere L i s the geogru *hic longitusie of the s t a t i on and 3^ 
ind ( 7^-L)/15 are relarlv© aapHtude and :*iaae correct ion 
(in hours) , for the georaignetic e f f e c t s , of the d iurnal 
anlsotropy. 
^y using the Talues of r e l a t ive asjolitude and phase 
cor rec t ion , tabulated by '^cCrac en t t a l . (1965) for ten values 
of snectrun exponent ^ (*• 0.6 tv^  •1«5)t the observed -sean 
a:nplitu.le8 and T^jaaes of the diurnal va r i a t ion at d i f ferent 
3t i t looa are being corrected for the vd.dth and decl inat ion of 
th* asymptotic cone oT acceptuije of tbe de tec tor and geo«af-
ne t i c bending. To determine the spec t ra l c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s , 
the best f i t value of tn^? speotrura exponent i s derived aeperatel^ 
Tor each group of days by the following method (Rao e t a l . ,1963) . 
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The b«8t choice of ^ la the one for w'^ ich the variance, 
between various values of ani»otro?qr vectors estimated fro* 
observations at different stationSf i s oininusi* The variance 
2 
X for ten values of ^ (-fO.S to -1«5) are obtained fron the 
relationi 
where Aj^ (^ ) and'^jC^) are the tmplltude and phase for itb 
station and A**(^ ) and(J°(p are their nean values respectively, 
for a spectrun exponentj^ • The varianceX(p) between ten 
TABIE W,h • Amplitudes, space direction and spectral 
characteristics of the avcra^ diurnal anisotropjr for 
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anlsotroDj sectoral obtalmd by using data droes nine Mutr^m 
•onitors of global network, art plotUd In Flguw ^.2 99tJers^" 
tely for th« each group of days. For th« best f i t Vilus of^ , 
for which the rarlance i s iiinlEKiii the average values of A** 
and^** are estimated, by taking arithmatic aean of k^ (for 
best f l t ^ ) and#>j^  (for best f i t p ) over 1 «1to 9f seperately 
for the each group of days. The average diurnal amplitude 
and ohase (direction of saxicam) derived froii these observa-
tions are l isted in Table .^W and shown grat^loally in 
Figure ^.3 seperately for eaoh grcmp of days. The best f i t 
value of the speetrua exponent for the eaoh group are also 
mentioned in the Table ^A. 
^•5 Suaaaary of the Heaultsi 
The average amplitude of the diurnal anisotropy i s quite 
snail for the period of hour to hour intensity changes 
+ Alj^ 40.6jC. The aoolitude of the anlsotroi^ increases rapidly 
as the amplitude of the ccstRlc ray intensity fluctuations 
increases and reaches to a value (r^0.3555)of an order of the 
l o ^ r l in i t of the yearly avera^^ diurnal amplitude as given 
by Poaerantz and l^ agi^ al (1971) as discussed in section 1.7.1. 
In other words the ateplitude of the diurnal anisotropy 
increases with increasing the amplitude of the cosmic ray 
intensity fluctuations (Figure ^*3 and Table k;h). The saine 
behaviour of the effect of the oosalc ray intensity fluctua-
tions on the fsean diurnal amplitude was observed at a l l the 
nine neutron «onitor station (Section V,3). 
For the quiet period. Tor which the hour to hour intensity 
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chanf«8 are almost steady within+ 0.6^, the spacs direction 
of Baxi!aua i s nearly 90° east of the sun-earth l ine . For the 
other periods for which±Mj>/0.6?fi and >/1jlf the average ani-
sotropy ireetor has slightly advanced in space direction 
towards eTening tlas* 
The average acpllt :de of the diurnal anlsotropy i s 
rigidity dependent with a positive speotrua exponent. For 
quiet period (±AI^40»6^)» the spectrua exponent ^« •O.»fl0.2 
and for other periods i±hli>^0.6% and ^IjJ), i^»^.2:^ 0.2. 
The soace direction (or time of naxinue) of the average 
diurnal anlsotrosqr for a l l the six groups of days i s not quite 
different as expected fros azimuthal streaming (Axford, 1965 
and I i^Hcer, 196^). A large reduction in the anplltude of the 
average diurnal anlsotropy for the quiet period (1 i^ Ij^ ^O.6 }^ 
shows t^ati for this period, only a small portion of the 
density gradient nomal to the 8un*s equatorial plane, esta-
blished by th« electric field K • -V X n, i s wiped off due 
to scattering of cosmlo ray particles by sisall scale Irre^lar-
I t les contained by I.H»7« (In other words the I.M.?. contains 
a small nusiber of small scale irregularities ^ ioh are convected 
out along with the solar wind for ths group of days of hour to 
hour intensity changeslAl^-^O.d,^ )* A large rxsrtion of the 
streaming produced by the electric drift proposed by Ahluwalla 
and Dessler (1962) i s cancelled by the perpendicular density 
gradient and the net streaming of cosmic ray particles In the 
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interplanetary Mdiua in the azlisuthal direction will be 
quite small resulting the quite saiall observed amplitude of 
the diurnal variation for the period of hour to hour intensity 
ohanf e • 1 ^  Z|^  <.0 • 6% • 
The observed cfMive expo «nt in the rigidity spectrwB 
can not be understood by corotatlon mechanisn alone. It shows 
that there i t an additional source/sink with slightly ixjsitive 
speetruai exponent ope rating aisultaneously along with the 
corotatlon meohanin. Thus the possibility arises that the 
diurnal anisotropy vector may be coaposed of sore than one 
COBponent caused by nore than one aeohanisa* 
UashiB and Bercovitch (1972) baa sho%m th^t B Xvn strean-
ing due to a cosmic ray density gradient perpendicular to the 
ecl iptic plane introduces a component into the diurnal varia-
tion that depends on the sense and direction of the I.H«F. H 
cosmic ray density gradient(vn)in tbe presence of the I.M.?. 
(.B)causes a particle drift proportional to B Xvn, If B i s 
considered to l ie in the ecl iptic plane» the N-<3 component of 
<7 n produces a flow in the ecl iptic plane perpendicular to B 
whose sens^ depends on the sense of B (e .g. for B oointing away 
fros the sun (•ve) a south gradient produces a flow froB h^% 
to the sun*earth l ine ) . This will be observed as a field 
correlated vector inaddition to the usual azisuthal streaming 
froB 90 B to the sun-earth l ine , lashim and 3ercovitch (1972) 
has estlBated the amplitude* rigidity dependence and latitude 
dependence of tbe I.M»?« associated anisotropy, that sight 
arise froa a 21-3 density jradi^i-ntt by analysing the cosaie 
ray diurnal variation Jata for 1967 and 1968 froa a variety 
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of cosmic ray aonitors* Tb« magnetic fl«ld associated 
oootpcrMint of tb« diurnal anlsotropy as determined by Hasbia 
and BercoTitoh (1972) may be expressed as 
^ i - • 0.028 a^'^ eoayi . . . ;:y:^ iOO OV (^ .^6) 
Here ve say conclude that in addition to aaleuthal atreanlng, 
a streaming due to H-£> gradient of the cosmic ray density 
may also be operating at least for the group of ^ ys of hour 
to hour Intensity changes t Alj^v<0.6j{. 
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jEMi^ DmRii^ L A'ID Yai»Diijaife^  L ^ ASiAiimsfm THE mi 
t^jmmii}M^immmKmmmi0m&s¥mmmi^^ 
5*1 ;.ntyod^9^9,p| 
Moat of our information on solar daily variation haa to««n 
dtrivtd through a study of diurnal and Mesi-diurnal variations 
otstained by haraonic analysis of tht ysarly average cos«ic ray 
int«nsity rtoordsd at a nunbar of global stations. Iba trl« 
diuroal variation has also been studied recently by perfoming 
baraonio analysis i i ^Iso power spectrua analysis of the 
yearly avei^ge cosmic ray intensity data obtained by neutron 
monitorSf ground based and under ground asMison telescopes at 
a nuaiber of globjil stations* 
the extra*terrestrial and i/orId-wide nature of the sead-
diurnal and tri*diU2tial variations of the oosffiic ray intensity 
have been oonfimed recently by a miaber of investigators 
(Section 1.7.2 and 1»7«3). The yearly average characteristics 
of the se«i-diumal and tri-diumal variations have only been 
investigated in tbe past and no attempt has iMen o^de on the 
short ter« variation of the se«3i»dlumal and tri-diumal 
variations. Such an attempt i s aiade here f irst t ine. 
In tbe *#>tb chapter the aean diurnal variation for the 
period of sharp changes of neutron aK>nitor intensity was 
investigated at a nunber of low and Kiddie latitude neutron 
monitor stations* ^he spectral characteristics of the average 
diurnal anisotropy, the effect of the aaplitude of the cosmic 
ray intensity fluctuations cm the diurnal anplitude was also 
investigated and the results were found to be explanative by 
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nore than one ntchanissi optratlDg sluultamouaXy dlatortlng the 
staple picture of aslmuthal streaming. In this chapter the 
same analysis i s »adte for th« a«<!sl-dliurnal and trl-diurnal 
•ariations* The rsp^ an i^ifd-dlurnaX and trl-diurnal variations 
are InTestigated at a nunber of low and middle latitude neutron 
fjonitor stations for the six groups of days of the sharp 
changes of oosalo ray intensity of the typeSf hour to hour 
intensity changesi AIi^ 40.6jC^>/0»<!^  andt >/1^ and 
- AI ,<: 0.6j<, >/0.6^ and >/1^ . 
Froa these obaerrations, spectral characteristics of the average 
seml»diumal anlsotroi^ are investigated. An attempt i s i lso 
aade to discuss the results on the basis of the wieii-dlumal 
anisotropy production aechanisn in vogue* 
^•2 Method of Ap l^yfj^ ffi 
The pressure corrected hourly data accumulated by tfw nine 
lov and aiddle latitude neutron acnitor stations (Table U .^1) 
during the year 1967t (ascending i^ asm of the solar activity) , 
which essentially sample the cosnio ray particles close to the 
equatorial plane of the earth, are employed to determine the 
aean seai-diumal and tri-diurnal variations for the period of 
sharp changes of cosnlc ray intensity. The a«thod of sorting of 
grcmps of days i s the saae as used in section h,2» The hourly 
intensity changes:tAX£, here 1 « 1,2, • • • • , 2 ^ , are calculated 
for the each day in the year 1967 except for days of large solar 
flares and Forbush decreases for a l l the stations and the 
following six groups of days of the types, hour to hour intensity 
changesi A IjL;^0.6jC,tiiI|>,0«^ mi ± AI->/1)S are sorted out for 
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fASIl 5*1 * t^ o%ttrY«i «•«« MMi-tfiiiriMil Vttil«ti«a for a lM MUtron *onitor i ta t ioM (li«t«d i l l Tlilii* %«1} f«r tiM f ix grwif* «f d«]r« of obarp etioiicoo of oo«Bi« 
rojr iBtoiMilty. 
•a ! ''a 
nOIUPS 
M9*| flMio > Aap«| HIOSO 
jC feioyro ^ lioiiro 
AMp* IbMo Amp* iliaoo 
jl booro $ boturo 





i . 0 0 3 ±0.07 
•03* 0.56 . 1 ^ 10*37 .061 lO.lli. 
•ooiid.o8 ±.oa5±o.iVi.oao±0.33 
ToSTT^J .0^3 2.90 
.00^ ±0.0$ + .Toa;to.o5 ± .003 :t 0.06 
.113 0.5^ .029 2*H^ 3 
±.018 ±0.16 ±.019 ±0.66 
2 . Oftllao 
•03a 1* 
±•002+0.06 
.oaS 1.01 .033 1*39 
:!r.001 :*:0.0^ + .001 ±0.03 
3* Otop MWT •nf a.3y 
+ •{K)9±0.07 
•of j aJbii:—^Ay 1 . ^ .-i^i iM 





.01V 2.62 .ois; 4.y» 
±.ooa±o.i8 ± .ooi±o.i7 
± .003 + 0.06 
.oai iM 
±.oa5±o.89 
Mi 2.^^ .dy? t».62 
+.oi5^i0.ao ±,.011 ±0.20 
5. Imivlk 
.011 6«M» 
± .003 ±0.27 
.01¥ 2.16 
.002-»0.1^ 




±.003 + 0.08 
.022 1.5a 
± .003 ±0.%h 
•027 0 . ^ 
± .002 + 0.07 
•0Mi>11.73 
±.002^i>.05 
•138 a»ia .01*^ 3 6.1^ 7 
+ .0 f7 l0 .56 ±.QkB ±1.ia 
± .3oa±o«a5 













. 1 ^ ; ii.ii> ,^ oB ^i.»y 
.O3»*±0.30 +.029 +0.27 ±.001 ±0*03 ± «ooa+o.o7 
9 . SuXpliar 1ft. 
.0316 4.58 
.6» iM 
± .002 ±0.08 + .003+0.08 ± .003+0.0«> 
.651 i.69 
+.00310.05 
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•AK:^ iv . 
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F I G . 5 2 - THE R E L A T I O N S H I P B E T W E E N THE VARIANCE % IN THE 
O B S E R V E D S E M I - D I U R N A L A N I S O T R O P Y VECTOR FOR SIX STATIONS 
AND THE EXPONENT p D E F I N I N G THE R IG ID ITY D E P E N D E N C E OF 
THE S E M I - D I U R N A L AN ISOTROPY. 
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vrti«r« A^(^) and <$j,(p') ^re the aapHtude and ritoase for Itb 
station (1 « 1 ,2 , . . . . S ) and /i**<(^ ) and $ ° ( ^ ) ar« their •ean 
yaluei wspect lre ly of the spatial semi-diurnal anlsotropy for 
a spectrum of exponent ^. The r i r l a n c e x C )^ versus ^ Is plotted 
In Klfure 5.2 separately for a l l the s ix groups of days. The 
ainlBstt* variance give a the best choice of ^ along with the most 
probable value of the average amplitude and phase of the sesdL-
diurnal anlsotropy* The beat f i t value of ^ , the average 
amplitude and phase (average direction of aazlau* In local tlsM) 
of the spatial se«l -dl irnal anlsotropy thus obtained are l i s t ed 
In Table 5.3 separately for the s ix groups of days. In a l l our 
calculations we assune that the ittxlnua r ig idi ty beyond which 
2 the seol-dlurnal anlsotropy ceases Is equal to 200 GV and a Cos 
Alat l tude dependence for the aaplltude of the average seal* 
diurnal anlsotropy. 
TABIE 5»3 - Hiaplitude, space ilr«*otion and soectral 
cbaracteriatics of the average setsl-diurnal anlsotropy 
for the s ix groups of days of shirp changes of cosnlo 
ray Intensi ty . 
a, uroup type Ampiituda 3pac«* direction Spectrua exponent 
NO. A | M ) ^ I ( h o u r s , L . T . ) ^ 
1. AI^^0.6jl .0022+.CX)31 3.J?3±.035 1.0 + 0.3 
2 . -Mj^^O.6^ .00951.0023 if.50^-.088 0.6-+0.5 
3 . hl^^0,e% I K D E T •^: ^ M I H A N T 
W.. -AIj^>/;.6: o0123+*030 3»25^-075 0.6 + 1.0 
5* Mj_^1;* I H D E T K .1 M I H A N T 
6. -Mj^^ljt I n D 3 T /. :^  M I S A 'I T 
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5.5 fteaulta and i^lsouaslont 
Tabl# 5«3 ai^ owa that for the groapa of dajra for i^ich 
hour to hour intenaity ohangea are alnoat ateady tflthlD±0*6^ 
Hal t , the aegd.»diumal anlaotropy ia rigidity de «ndent «rith 
ooaiti-ve apeotrum exponentf the apace direction of the aniao-
tropy ia alnoat perpendicular to the average direction of I.M.P, 
Theae reaulta are of aane nature aa obtained by other invea'-
tigatora for the yearly average seai-diurnal aniaotropy (Ritel 
et a l . , 196d| Uet t i and Quenby» 1968 and Agrawal, 1973)« The 
obaenred amplitude ia quite aaall aa cos pared to the amplitu^ 
of yearly average aeni«>diumal aniaotropy aa determined by 
Agrawal (1973)« ^or the other groupa of daya (1 A Ii>/0.6j{ or 
± AI|^1JJ)» either the spectrun exponent ^ ia Indeterminant 
or the error in the det« red nation of (^ ia large, showing that 
either the preaent employed aethod ia incapable for detendlning 
the aeeiodiumal aniaotropy characterlatiea or the seai* 
diurnal variation la inaignifleant* 
In order to find an explanation for the observed seid* 
diurnal aniaotiPOpTt both Subramanian and 3arabbai (1967) and 
Quenby and Uet t i (1963) have independently proposed that the 
aeoond baraonio coaponent of the cot«lc ray daily variation 
can ariae due to the particle density gradient in the plane 
perpendicular to the plane of ecl ipt ic (aeotlon 1,7,2), The 
l>a8ic difference between the two neehanisaa however, i s in 
the aasuBption of the niiture of the perpendicular denaity 
gradient profile. Aa already dlscuaaed in aection 1•7*2, both 
the theories derive the average propertiea of the semi-
diurnal aniaotropy ^Ich are In agreetnent with the observed 
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rigidity d«pend«nc« and direction of saxiwini of th« avorcigo 
semi-diurnal anisotropy for the groups of days for which 
sharp change* of cosmic ray intensity arc almost -^ tdady within 
The essential requirement of both th« BKklels i s the 
existence of the increasing density of cosmic ray petrticleSf 
both above and below the equatorial plane of the sun. The 
presence of such a gradient can be Indirectly inferred fro* 
the obsenrations of the costaic ray intensity variatioo during 
the course of on« year, when the earth*s position changes 
by ±7.25^ In hel&ogra >ble latitude* Coap^rison of the cosmic 
ray intensities^ after propttr normalizationy observed when the 
earth i s in different heliolatltude position with respect to 
surfy should proflde a direct laeasure of the perpendicular 
density gradient. Such an atte?;pt has been made by 
Subraoanian (1971). It i s expected that for aaplltudes 
observed for the groups of days for which hour to hour intenait} 
changes are al8K»st steady* the required density gradient 
perpendicular to the equatorial plane of the sun will not be 
too large and say be in agreeoent with the density gradient 
estirsiAtid rros the cosolc ray intensity distribution aapped 
In the heliolatltude rang© ±7.25** by Subramanian (1971). 
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